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1l'H~""'ft-. -eonege-wid~ committees
on be on the ballot. If the gover-
ance charter passes as proposed
the current election, students,
or the first time in Baruch's his-
. ory, will be serving on the College
ersonneI and Budget Committee,
nd also on the Academic Review
ommittee. Students will have a
ay in the hiring process offaculty
n the College level, and advise the
resident of Baruch on faculty's
romotion, tenure, and staff poli-
ies. Two delegates, and two al-
y Joseph Maldarelli
Tamin Islam
A press conference regarding the
atification by undergraduate stu-
ents of the new Baruch gover-
ance charter, and a five dollar
ncrease in student activity fees for
dditional funding of the child care
enter was held on Wednesday,
pril 15th.
The governance charter is up for
vote, due to the elimination of the
chQ91 of Education, and the estab-
ishment of t'he .School of Public
~~~~s-.
continued on page 4
administrators to ensure a less
intimidating process for transfer
and freshmen students. An act
like this, and others of social
merit, will help promote school
spirit, she said.
The candidates faced-off on a
variety of issues, including the
controversial Child Care Referen-
dum. Mr. Peress took an anti-ref-
erendum position, saying that if
the measure passed it would
double the student activity fee,
(to $10) which students already
pay to the child care center. But,
he added that if the college is
willing to help with the funding,
he'd favor childcare next year.
However, the referendum must
pass this year and may do so us-
ing auxiliary fundsvaaid- Ms.
Chen, who is pro-referendum.
She said i~ will cost students
"more to reopen the school's child
care center next year (which will
close if the referendum is voted
down), than it would to vote to
increase funding for it now.
Although it does support so-
cial enhancement activities, the
STEP Party argued that' other
activities deserved priority from
student leaders especially stress-
ing student rights. "We are the
But Mr. Peress, who argued
the semantics of the STEP
Party's first platform - slopping
the budget cuts and tuition in-
creases-said that his party
planned to fight the budget cuts
rather than stop them. The party
proposed to fight them by utiliz-
ing social events to lobby legisla-
tors, Mr. Peress said. And the
party's vice presidential candi-
date, David Wang, added that
there must be a collective effort
made to do so. Using the analogy
of a lone twig that is blown away
in a strong. wind but unmoved
when grouped with many twigs,
Mr. Wang said that unity
amongst the clubs, organizations
and student governments at
Baruch is the best way for stu-
dents to reach politicians.
However, opponent Megan
Lewis disagreed, arguing that in
order for unity to occur, the lead-
ers of each student group must
themselves become more in-
volved, "Right now, the position
ofvice president is waiting for the
president to die," she said, add-
ing that it is necessary as their
representatives to be more aware
of student concerns. And SPIRIT
candidate Reana Ramsingh
agreed. She said, if elected, her





elections coming up in the week
of May 5th, the two leading par-
ties for Day Session Student Gov-
ernment debated their campaign
platforms in a tense affair spon-
sored by The Ticker.
Both parties, STEP (Students
Toward Educational Progress),
led by Pearl Chen and SPIRIT
(Students for Political Involve-
ment Revitalization for Innova- .
tiv Thinkers), led by Ilan Peress,
sta student empowerment
thr gil ·ty as an important
..- ....-..io;a~I~E~a~chdl d, however, on
t od for achieving it.
" -:-"'re', inIibvathjn:;.:;We-~·~
intend 'on raising the soci~l>'
everits..heze.at.Baruch..as we]1a s_.
..~eightening theaw·aren-ess-·
..-.-~ngst students of the events,"
saieress, the SPIRIT
party's pres ial candidate.
"Innovation means arriage
between the social and' academic
pect of college life," he said.
B Ms. Chen, the STEP's
e . en .al candidate, said that
_~tuden wareness needs to be
raised beyond immediate school
concerns. "We the students are
imary customers of Baruch
Col e nd it is our rights and
tere s to have affordable
hi er e cation accessible to all
of us, e said. And the STEP
Party, added Ms. Chen, is com-
~--_IlIiW·l!t·tedtoward this end. The party
cam ". ned on the platform of
stopping budget cuts and tu-
ition increase
Th bate, w place
_____~on TH rs , April 17th, was
n"III~ at e S Light Lounge, lo-
cate a ch's 23rd Street
building, racted 40 students
and supporters of the candidates.
During candidates question
nd answe session, the debate
go bit h d. When Mr. Peress
aske w e STEP Party pro-
posed to s op the budget cuts and
tuition increases, Ms. Chen.his
opponent, glared at him, pressed
her right index finger to the dais,
then 'explained that voting in city
and state elections will give
CUNY student a strong voice in
Albany. Citing 'senior citizens as
a group empowered by.the vote,
. she said that efforts to register
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STEP
The SPIRIT-party is-very true to its ideology. ' Our, ability inobtaining..,~ goals. rests with the experience of our members. Our
members have been club presidents, student leaders, for years andtheyc~~~ous;,cuIturaIbac1cgrouDd&,· ' ..
"The SPIRIT PARTY
SPIRIT stands for Student for Political Involvement Revitalization for Innovative Thinkers. SPIRIT is dedicated to revitalizing the
student government and leadershipbere at Bernard M. Baruch College. We intend to create a positive atmosphere for students to seek out the
most that this college has to offer, the student involVement and mutual participation IS at an all time low in this university. Student voter
turnout can barely hit ten percent. We the People of the SPIRIT party will change that.
Let us start with our name SPIRIT. It is what we stand for. We are proud to be Baruch Students. However, this is not the case with
the entire population ofthis school. We intend approaching students, informing them about stud~t issues concerning life and social events
happening in tbisscbool. By the end ofourrem, the student spirit's shall beupliftedand they will be proud to be.a student ofBarucb College.
'. .
• Stopping the budget cuts aDd tuition increases
• Increasing the awareness of elected officials on CUNY students
• Increasing the representation of students on scboolwide committees
• Pressuring the administration for stricter guideline for hiring professors
• Being part of the development process at site B "
• Bringing more companies to Baruch College for recruitment
• Decreasing creditevaluation time for transfer students
,. Improving communica_ioD between student government, clubs, & students
• Lowering price for textbooks at bookstore
• Fighting the present scheduling grid for fewer Friday classes
• Str~pgthening Liberal Arts, pa,rticularly Asian, BJ8ck, & Hispanic Studies
• Building better relations between local businesses and Baruch College
• Improving the quality of student support services at Baruch College
''The STEP Party is committed to preserving student rights so that our college and educational
experience can be best possible here at Baruch College," Pearl Chen, Candidate for DSSG President
from the STEP Party
Raising the social events here at Baruch, as~woll~ ,heightening the.awareness amongst s~dentsofthe everss, . ' - . -
Inviting local legislatures..down to meet with Baruch Students and provide for a newalternative way.to protect our nghts and-obtain our goals.
'Bringing in student votes on the hiring ofprofessors for their tenure in this college: .
Changing the rules for the teacher evaluatiOOs, so that tenured professors must.publish~eir evaluati~ resu~... ' .
Continuing our Asian Studies developments andtrying to establish an intemabOnals~t excb.ange ~ vano~ countn~ In~ regson,
¥aJcing a more infonnative transferand.~orientation so that transfer students shall .receive their credits upon onentanon,
Student government Will regularly meet between clubs and ftesbman seminar classes.




as an ex-officio member with defined in CUNY bylaws."(p. 25)
voice but no vote in each school Adds a requirement that "All
faculty; the school executive curriculum proposals shall have
committees are to be elected appended to the proposals a state-
, once every two years (currently ment indicating the extent of stu-
elected annually) (p. 17) dent consultation." (p. 25)
Provides for separate pro- Proposes that the Tenure
visions for "Schools'which func- Committee of the School of Pub-
tion as a Department of the licMfairs perform the duties of a
whole" to describe the P&B, ten- 'department executive committee.
ure and promotion committees (p.27)
in the School of Public Affairs Proposes that all depart-
(pp. 18-19) " ments elect a curriculum commit-
Includes a new section to tee. (p.27)
describe the composition of the Provides that all department
P&B committee for the Indepen- chairs are selected by the faculty,
dent Units as follows: seven vot- in the department who have fac-
ing members, consisting of the ulty rank, except that the depart-
chair of the Department of Stu- ment chair in the departments of
dent Development and Counsel- the Library and Student Develop-
ing; one elected tenured, associ- ment andCounseting do not have
ate or full professor from each to be elected (p. 25)
of the two departments; one ten- Provides that departments
ured associate or full professor may limit in their bylaws the
(other than a chair) from each number of consecutive terms of of
of the three schools elected by fice that chairs may serve (p.26).
the faculty of the those schools; Articlel0 ("Joint Commit-
the committee chair (who can tees") (Re-numbered as Article
not be a department chair) is 9)
elected by the committee mern- The composition of the "Joint
bers (p.20) Committee on Curriculum and
Includes new language to Articulation" is modified, include
empower the faculties of the six voting faculty members (two
three schools to create "one or from each school) and four voting
more" committee(s) on curricu- student members (p.28)
lum (anticipating the deletion of The Chief Librarian or des-
Article 8 ("The Graduate Fac- ignee is to serve as an ex-officio
ulty"); hence, schools are with voice but without vote on the
granted the option of creating Joint Committee on Curriculum
separate curriculum.committees" and Articulation; scene languaae
for undergraduate and graduate - is ch-anged and added in the de-
curriculum or using a single scriptions of the "Joint Commit-
committee for all curricular tee on Student Evaluation of
matters (p.21) , Courses and Teaching" (p.27)
Proposes thafIndependent The Joint Cornmittee on
Units be considered constituents Student Evaluation of Courses
of the School of Liberal Arts and and Teaching shall submit a writ-
Sciences for purposes of curricu- ten report to the General Faculty
lar development and for matters at least once a year; new language
of academic standing, the revi- and requirements for various
sion (p.22) search committees, including a re-
The Chief Librarian or quirement that a search commit-
designee is included as a tee be established if there is a va-
non-voting member on each cancy in the office of Vice Presi-
committee on curriculum (p.21). dent for Academic Affairs/Provost
Article 8 ("The Graduate (p.29)
Faculty") This article has been New language on "College
deleted in the proposed revision. Wide Consultation": "Whenever
The elimination of the Graduate the President reports that
faculty empowers' the faculties College-wide consultation; has oc-
of each of the three schools to curred, this report shall reflect
handle all matters relating to that consultation with appropri-
curriculum, admissions criteria ate governance bodies asspecified
and academic standing. The cur- 'in - this ~- c-h-arte"r has -: taken
rent Charter permits a singleplace"(p.3 1)
graduate faculty to handle .all Article 11 ("The Qffice of
the above matters (p.24) the Ombudsman")
Article,9 ("I)epartmen- (Re-numbered as Article 10)
tal Structure") (Renumbered The only change is a name
as Article- 8) The proposed re- change: "Ombudsman" is changed
VISIon: to "Ombuds."
Re-affirms the department Article 12 ("Voting
as "the-fundamental unit of fac- Rights") (Be-numbered as Ar-
ulty rights," but adds the follow- ticle 1.1)
ing language: "In the case of a No change proposed.
school that functions as a de- Article 13 ("Procedures
partment of the whole (e.g., The for Amending & Implementing
School of Public Affairs), the the Governance Char-tee") (Re-
school is considered an-academic Numbered as Article 12) One
unit equivalent to a department, change: In a valid referendum 15
and its elected coordinator(s) percent of eligible students (pres-
shall be considered the.equiva- ently ~O percent) must vote (p.35).
lent of departmental chair'(s) as
of representatives from the respective
schools is calculated is changed to re-
flect both the FTE and full-time fac-
ulty (p. 10)
One faculty member from Inde-
pendentUnits is added to College P&B,
in addition to the chair of the P&B for
the Independent Units
Eachschool isguaranteed to have
at least one faculty member from each
school to serveon the CollegeP&Bplus
the chair of the School's P&B;
One matriculated student is '
added to serve as a member on the
College P&B;additionally, the student
member shall have an alternate to
serve as a replacement ifthe appointed
student member is unable to attend;
student members are appointedbythe
Council of Student Governments; the
student representative and alternate





One appeal per level at a
maximum of two levels (current
Charter allows only one appeal)
(p.13)
That the Deans should not
serve on the School Academic Re-
view Committee (p. 13) (current
Charter permits Deans to serveon
School Academic Review
Cornmittee with voice, but no
vote)
That faculty members are to-
be elected to serve on the School
Academic Review Committee ev-
ery two years (currently elected
each year)
That the composition of the
seven member School Academic
Review Committee shall be two
members from the School of Busi-
ness, two from the School of Lib-
eral Arts and Sciences, one from
the School of Public Affairs, one
from the Independent Units, and
one matriculated student ap-
pointed by the Council of Student
Governments (p.14)
Members of the School Aca-
demic Committee shall elect a
Chair .frorn among the faculty
members each year (p.14)
That the composition of the
eight member College Academic
Review Committee shall consist of
the Provost (voice but no vote),
two members of the School of
Business, two members fron the
School of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences, one from the School of Pub-
lic Affairs, one from the· Indepen-
dent Units, and one matriculated
student appointed by the Council
of Student Governments (p. 15).
Article 7 (Faculties of the
,S.everaIScho.ols) Proposed revi-
SIon:·
Asserts the general principle
that faculties of the three schools
and the Independent Units "shall
enjoy equal or equivalent rights,
including but not limited to the
right to hold elected offices at the
College, School, and Department
levels" (p.16) references the Inde-
pendent Units (name is included
in the title of the article)
The Chief Li brarian is added
This is a brief summary of Baruch'sGovernance Charter, which students will be voting on the week of May 5th.







~z There are 13 articles in the cur-
.... rent Governance Charter. The follow-
~
~ ing summary will highlight, article by
E= article, major changes proposedby the
Commission. (page numbers in paren-
thesis refer to the text of the proposed
revision of the Charter.)
Note: ''Independent Units" refers
to the Department of Library and the
Department ofStudent Development
and Counseling. (See'Article 5, "Col-
lege Personnel and Budget Commit-
tee (p.10) for the first reference to the
''Independent Units"; see also Article
7,"Facultiesofthe Several Schoolsand
the Independent Units" (p.20) for the
composition of the Personnel Budget
Committee ofthe IndependentUnits.)
Article 1 (''The General Fa~
ulty'') Minor changes in language.
Additionally, reports from the student
governments now added to agenda for
General faculty meetings.
Article 2 (''Diversity of Fac-
ulty Participation'') To foster faculty
participation on committees. The re-
vision proposes limit of two consecu-
tive two-years terms forfaculty elected
to serve on College P&B, academic
review committees, school executive
committees, and school P& B commit-
tees as Chair; also requires two-year
interval before faculty can stand for
election as again. (Note: current Char-
ter limits service on the above com-
mittees to three consecutive one-year
terms.) The revision also limits pos-
sible simultaneous service to onlyone
ofthe following committees: School or
Independent ,Unit P&B .committees,
College P&B Committee, school aca-
demic review committees, CollegeAca-
demic Review Committees. (Note: cur-
rent charter permits simultaneous
service on two of the above commit-
tees, but also included the Departmen-
tal Executive Committee.)
Article 3 (''The Baruch Col-
lege FacultySenate") Revision adds
language to allow Senate <; to review
and commenton policies contemplated.
or initiated by the administrative of-
ficers ofthe College and by other bod-
ies of the College."
Article 4 (''Student Gover-
nance") Revision proposes the cre-
ation of a Council of Student
Governments (p 8).
Article 5 (''The College Fac-
ulty Personnel and Budget Com-
mittee")
Major changes proposed in the
revision include the following:
President becomes a non-voting
chair (p. 10); (President now votes;
change proposed at the suggestion of
the President, since the committee's
recommendations are advisory to him
anyway.)
Vice President for Administra-
tion is removed from the College P&B;
(p.10)
Chair ofP&B from Independent
Units added, with the additional re-
quirement that the Chair of the P&B
of the Independent Units shall be of
faculty rank and not a department
chair
Number of additional faculty
members (who are not Department
chairs) is increased to nine (presently
eight)
Manner in which the number
r-
; Sunnnary of the Baruch College Governance Charter
M




CUNY BIG JOB FAIR invites 2:
the class of 1997 and recent w
alumni of CUNY on Wed, April ~o
30, llam-5pm (no entry after
4pm) at the Jacob K Javits
Convention Center (11th
Av,bet. 34th & 35th St.)Note:
Must register at your college
career servieslstudent affairs
office. Appropriate attire re-
quired for admission,Bring at
least 25 resumes for distribu-
tion. 8.0 employers hiring full-
timeemployees.
Come to the.Wellness Festival
on Thurs, May 1 from 12:30·
2:30pm and 6-8pm at 360 PAS,
15th fl. Vision scre-ening, mas-
sages, blood pressure, diabetes
testing, cholesterol screening and
more.
Corne and celebrate with us
Latino Week '97 from May 12 to
May 16. Despierta Latino and
help us make a difference at
Baruch! Mon,12th: Speakers and
performers at 360 PAS, room
1541/1542/1543, from 1-5pm.
Tues,13th: Food Festival at 360
PAS, room 1422, 1-4pm.
Wed, 14th: Political Forum at 17
Lex. Ave., 3rd fl.; skylight lounge
from 6-9pm. Thurs,15th: Party
with Latin Bands from 12-4pm at
360 PAS, room 1422. Fri,16th:
Dinner Banquet from 5-10pm,
360 PAS, room 1422/1541/154-21




Mrican Religions in the
Latino Community Panel
Discussion and Musical
Presentation on May 1, 12:30-
2:30pm, room 1557 at the 18th
St. Bldg.
Discount Movie Tickets can be
purchased at the Student Center
360 PAS, rm 1512. Tickets are
$5 and valid for one year. 802-
6770
_ r
Information & Recruiting booth
by the Air National Guard will
be at 360 PAS, 14th fl, from
10am-3pm. only.
Are you coming to Career
Day? Thurs., May 1, 1997, 1-
6pm, 151 E. 25th St, 7th fl. If
you are a Baruch Undergraduate,
Gradua-te or Alumnus and
looking for full time employment,
a summer job, or 'an intership,





AssociateslMetLifel NYC Dpt. of
Investigation and more.
FREE Legal Services
sponsored by Evening Sessi-on.
Students Assembly.
Appointments a Must on
alternative Wed & Thurs. from
5:30-8pm. Call the ESSA office at
802-6794 or stop by in room 1537,
360 PAS.
REGISTRATION WORKSHOP
FOR LIBERAL ARTS' JUN-
IOR & SENIORS: Plan your
program for next semester and
survive registration! Registration
Advisement Workshop ~l be
held on Wed, April 30th, 17 Lex
Ave, rm 1604, 9am-6pm. Refresh-
ments will be served.. Call 387-
1360 to make an appt.
Carribean Week '97 from May
5-9. Mon.: Opening Ceremony at
360 PAS, rm 1542, 6-10pm. Tues.:
Mr. & Ms. Cari-Baruch at 360
PAS, rrn 1422, 6-8pm. Wed.:
Drama Night at 360 PAS, rm
1542, 5:30-10pm. Thurs.: Lyp-
Sync Contest at 360 PAS, rm
1422, 5-10pm. Fri.: Cultural





You must file an
APPLICATION FOR DEGREEfqrm
with the Registra(s OffICe in your final semester
in order to be eligible to graduate and to be
included in the commencement program.
1492 - 500years and We Are
Still Here sponsored by the
Black and Hispanic Studies will-
be held on May 8, 12:30-2:30pm,
room 1557, 18th St. Bldg.
The Black and Hispanic Studies Dept.
is sponsoring a 1ecture"Ernpowering
Youth: Social Justice Issues in the
Latino Cormnunity"onThurs. April
10 from 12:30-2:3Opm. in100m 1557at
the 18th St. Bldg. Guest speaker will be
Richte perez.
Comic Strip Live: tickets are
$7.00 and admits two people.
Purchase tickets at the Student




Annual Spring Speech Festival
will be held on Thurs, May 8,
12:30-2:15pm, rm 4 North,17 Lex
Ave. Topic for competition is:"The
McDonald-ization of the World"
Hudreds of dollars in cash prizes
will be awarded for the top 3
winning presentations! Further
info: Mark Spergel, Office of
Student Life, 360 PAS, rom 1512
or call 802-6776
Asian Vision '97: Annual
Evening Show featuring The
Spring Fashion Collections on
Fri, May 2 at 17 Lex. Ave. audito-
rium from 6:30-iOpm. Tickets are
$6 in adv. at 360 PAS, rm 1527/
-$8 at the door. Seating is limited.
.-
_ ...... ·'"' .... ··'A~·lo" ....,••.
Exercise your
-rights!
.Vote in the Student
Elections
May 5th to May 8th
sive in regards to supporting the
child care center. According to
sources familiar with the situa-
tion, the Fund deemed the child
care center as a non-academic
program and stayed silent in this
Issue.
The parents now pay $8.00 per
gay per child which is assessed
on a sliding scale depending on a
student parent's ability to pay.
Parents in financial difficulty pay
less than the required $8.00.
Attendance was sparse, with
only ten students showing up to
the press conference. The elec-
tions will be held the week ofMay
5th in the lobby of the 23rd Street
building.
The text of the referendum is
essentially the same as the de-
feated one of the past year. This
year the center expects to raise
$80,000 for the next calendar
year to help run the child care
center. The center expects to al-
locate $64,000 of this fund to
various existing budget lines, and
have a surplus of $16,000.
There is no plan for expansion
of services due to various man-
dates from the Board of Health.
It was not specified exactly how
the surplus of $16,000 will be uti-
lized.
_Despite exploring various alter-
native sources, the center fell far
short in raising its needed funds.
"We did have alternatives, like
selling candy and children's
books in tables set up in various
buildings," said Opal, "unfortu-
nately we will not be able to raise
the money with out the referen-
dum."
Although the Baruch College
Fund supports various college





ternates, will serve on the Aca-
demic Review Committee, and
one delegate with an alternate
will serve on the College P&B
committee.
The child care issue, which was
defeated last year, is back on the
voting slate again. In the current
operating year the Baruch Early
Learning Center, as the child
care center is known, ran under
a budget deficit of $40,000, said
Lisa Opal, Vice President of the
StudentIParent Association. The
referendum, if passed, stands to
raise the student activity fee by
$5.00 per semester to support the
child care center.
_ "We feel that students with
children should attend school,"
said Opal. Despite serving 40
children, the center has a wait-
ing list of 40 parents.
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ing student rights. "We are the
party that will be there to de-
fend your. rights. To make sure
that the day after the
party.... student rights are pre-
served," said Ms. Chen. She
explained this as the basic dif-
ference between her party and
the SPIRIT Party. Mr. Peress
disagreed vehemently. "The
STEP Party is focused on out-
side issues, like stopping the
budget cuts, while the SPIRIT
Party's focus is inwards," said
Mr. Peress. And despite being
equally against budget cuts, he
said, SPIRIT candidates will
not forget to show that they're
for Baruch. "We completely ig-
nore Baruch every spring se-
mester because we concern our-






































In the editorial entitled, "The Apa-
thy ofStudent Governments" of the April
9, 1997 issue of The Ticker, it was writ-
ten that Baruch's representation at the
March 27th Rally was nil. This is incor-
rect.
aid programs as the Tuition Assistance
Program and PeU Grants. Most of these
evening students also have to support
themselves by paying rent, travel ex-
penses, and other expenses. Now, under-
standing our situation, would the stu-
On that Thursday, Henry Azcuna, dents of the ESSA encourage and sup-
the Vice President of External Affairs of port a hike in tuition?
the Evening Session Assembly(ESSA),' Another quote which is offensive
and, I, the Executive Secretary, were not only to the students of ESSA but to
present at City Hall at approximately the entire Baruch Community is
1:15pm, fifteen minutes later than the "...DSSG and ESSA have showed that
advertised start.of this student rally. I.left they care not for the student population.
fifteen minutes later seeing only police By showing a little more gumption, they
barricades and the usually lunch crowd . could have sent a positive message to
, of downtownManhattan. On the.other the students that they are against the
. hand, Mr~Azc6n~ re~ainedpati~tiy, cir- budget c4ts;~."iAs the majority of stu-
e1ing the vicinity ofCity Hall in the hope dents know, the ESSA has spearheaded
that he would see signs of a rally. Disap- and urged students to sign letters which
J~6i,~ed-aRd:~d~~~~,;k'nowf~~th~ he; 'wott!4 ~,sen1.tp legislators in Albany.
. ' had takerr-offhis lunch hourandextra Over:lo;OOCHetters have been mailed to
time to represent the interest of his fel- legislators, of which ~t least 3000 were
low students, he left at 2: 15pm. your signed by the members of ESSA and stu-
, - '0 ev~nini.stUdentgovernment, ttte'-Es_SAden_ts-:~~~sen~~::\:"rfthtli~_~ers by
w~ in4eoopr~nt at the rally of March- ,-~,mern~ers o~~A,._~.~~_b~ trav-
27*' at' City Hall." ". '. ,.' eled many blocks anddelivered the ~es-
, The Editorial also stated that "by sage of ~'$400 HIKE, NO WAYS to
not being 'in attendance, they are send- classrooms and hundreds of students. I
ing a message to the student body that a have personally pleaded with fellow
hike ~n tuition is good, and-that students classlJl~tes t~ sign their ~ames to these
should.just bite the bull-et." This state- pre-written letters, SQ please do not say
ment is grossly incorrect and I 'am per- that the ESS~ does not care f~r the stu-
sonally offended by it. Think about this, dent population. ,The E;SS~ ~Iso repre-
the ESSAjs comprised of evening stu- s~~ted:, t~e stud~nt ,pop~latlOn of ~he
dents. As students, we" pay the same' March 5th lobbying effort, reaffirming
amount of tuition and expect the best that we vehemently oppose these pro-
possible education and services that _, ~,sed budget cuts. '
Baruch can offer. Most of these evening Smcerely,·
students pay for their college tuition out Gary 'Blake .
of their personal income, not being able ESSA Execut.ive Secretary
to receive the benefits of such 'financial
maternal instincts. Society stopped
shielding them from obscenity, vio-
lence' and degeneracy. Soon 'we wit-
nessed the highest crime wave in
Western history. , 0,
Many have attributed the wel-
fare system to this destruction, so last
January, the old system was taken
down. Now a new commitment is
needed on the part ofall people to as-
sure that children receive the love, pro-
tection and discipline they need. Ifwe
fail to do so, it will come back to haunt




Kids in Connundrum by
Cash Concious Crazies
As some of you may recall, I
wrote an Op-Edpiece about ayear ago
encouraging students to vote against
the ''Day Care-Health Care Referen-
dum," calling it a fleecing. Past expe-
riences of money used for waste and
propaganda as well as a
few-underlying weaknesses in its lan-
guage prompted me to suspect it as
such. I now realize that I was mis-
taken. The "Day Care-Health Care
Referendum," is needed to help inno-
cent defenseless children. Their care OP-ED Replies:
,andsafetymaydependonitspassage. I'm constantly amazed at the
This past Fiscal year, the Early lengths some people will go regarding
Childhood Learning Centerran a bud- their acquisition ofa cheeseburgerand
get shortfall of$52,240; nearly 20% of a large order of fries. Kudo's Kevin!
its operating budget. Since it is inca- To deny our children the basic protec-
pable ofemploying the gimmicks ofthe ' lions that our society should be based
Federal Govenrnent, such as tighter on, is the highest form of selfishness.
grants, the center could be forced to To deny our littlest citizens the basic
close down next year and that would rights that every grandmother rye
'beashameasitreflectsastateofself- known takes for granted smacksofthe ESSA St t S d
ishnessinherentinAmericatoday. highest form of"monetary racism." a es to ,tu .ents,
, Nobody likes paying an extra $5 The facts remain; New propos- . . . " :;.' ". .' ' ~ _,' ~'.
~~--~~--.~~.~~~~~~~~~~~-------- -- -- -----
'mlnorsacrifiee,'whatmessagewillwe tions~lx>ut'PotentkInnPacisonfami- ... ' - : .. ".~. . ' . .--. --_ .. " _. .., .. , '~,.-". ,..., .
be sending to these little children, not lies and their prospects for success. To the Edltor-In-Chle~
to mention the business world as a Researchers in 1995 explored the
whole?Theyarenotwelcomehereand ramifications of these proposed -
we care not of their fate? Where will changes, as well as the link between
they go otherwise? To a disease-ridden poverty and the crime rate. Like I've
third rate kinder-warehouse where said before, "America will cut its ben-
creepy characters who belong behind efits first and then its collective throats
bars lurk . Is preventing that not soon after." The money saved will have
worth a dollar-a-month? to be used to build razor-wire fences
A generation ago, many people around all of our houses, J can't UD-
believed children could raise them- . derstand why we should everconsider
selves. That kind ofthinking bore the even building a fence that high.
''latch-keys' era of the 1970s. Families
















































Don't forget to vote!!!
Exercise your power!!!
Student elections come at a time prior to the final days of the
school semester, adding one more item to contemplate on, be-
sides finals and end of semester projects. In addition to decid-
ing which candidates to vote for, Baruch students also need to
decide whether or not to pay an extra five dollars in their stu-
dent activities fee to aid Baruch's child care center in the
middle of a major budget crisis.
Five dollars per semester toa college student might just
mean one day's lunch expense, but it would amount to over
$80,000 if every student contributed the money. If the money
is put to good use, then it might justify the extra five dollars
every student would have to pay. However, the fact is that the
increase in the fee will not expand services to the child care
center.
The child care center serves 40 children currently, and its
maximum capacity is 40 children, no ruore. If the funds the
Center are receiving now were to be divided by the number of
children they serve, it would spend an average of $2,000 per
kid. After the additional five dollar increase, the figure would
amount to $4,000 per child, with the same service. That's
double our tuition.
Going against this five dollar increase does not necessarily
indicate a lack of compassion and empathy for those children
and their parents who have to go to college and take care of
their children, it is just a concern for the extra money that stu-
dents will have to pay with an impending tuition increase next
semester. Until the child care center can justify their spending,
the students should not be exploited of the extra five dollars,














the oneon Baruch gradeappeal forms
, ,
shows, is illegal Disregarding the law,
the form proclaims "Ifyourappeal is
not filled outcorrectly and completely,
it will not be processed" Accordingly, -
criminals convicted of felonies have
more rights than Baruch students!
A studentwhohasbeen denied
an appeal to his or her grade because
of not using a typewriter, may file an
Article 78 lawsuit (an 'action to com-
pel an employee of the state to do his
or her job). The fact that the rule has
not beenchallengedfor years indicates --
that Baruch students have been con-
vinced they have no legal rights and
thus, anyefforts to enforce the law will
be in vain.Precisely because the rule
has notbeenchallenged incourt, ithas
remainedin force. The administration
has refused to address this concern.
Besides contacting Baruch adminis-
trators, includingthe DeanofStudent
Affairs, in a recent letter to CUNY's
ChancellorI raised the issue. Thepro-
cedure has yet 10be reviewed.
Although. this error may be
deemed one'offOrm, the process ofap-
- pealinga grade isplightedbyan error
ofsubstance, which actuallyhas three .
branches.
F1rst, even when a professor
erJ'S,thatis~D~8Ssuch;
rightor wrong"iJmust neitherbecen-
sored, nor subStituted for another" ',=,l' ,
professor's, incl1tdingtbechair ofa de-
, \
, I
conti1t~ on page 10
Courts and legislatures have
required government agencies to ac-
cept hand written documents. New
York State's Civil Practice Law, and
Rules, see. 2101 says that besides
coUrts "public agencies" (Baruch in-
cluded, because public colleges have
been found to be agencies [RUsso v,
Nassau Community College]) should
provide forms andthe writingon them
"shaU be legible and in black ink. Be-
neath each signature shall be printed
thename signed" Clearly, the onlyre-
quirement for Baruch fo.rms is being
LEGIBLE. A requirement fora type-'
writer stated as "ONLY TYPED AP-
PEALS WllL BE ACCEPI'ED," like
By Dimitrios Fatouros
An important legal precedent,
Gideon v. WainwrighL(reCognizing a
constitutional right to counsel in state
criminal trials) was heard because a
man who could not afford an attorney
.was able to scribble, using a pencil and
plain white paper, his petition to the
U.S. Supreme Court. Had the law re-
quired Gideon to use a typewriter in
order to be heard, besides an innocent
man being jailed, many defendants
whose only crime was being unable to
afford an attorney, would have lost.
The Court's opinion evoked Powell v.
Alabama" where the .Court had found
that indigentAfrican-Americans were
deprived of due process 'in courts be-
cause of not being appointed an attor-
ney.
OP·ED's Position
It seems ludicrous that a
CUNY Campus comprised of more
than 80% minorities would let a
health care issue such as this lag
behind even the public school sys-
tem. It seems to us at the Ticker
that it is not apathy, but stupidity
that connotates Baruch being the
only college within the massive
CUNY system without some form
of Health Care office' on' itscam-
pus. But you guys know the old
saying, "If it ain't broke, don't fix
it," which is the way that most of
our contemporaries think of the
health care issue here at "Big Busi-
ness University". I propose using
a system of medicine to cure the
ills of the student body that seems
'to bepopular with theadministra-.
tive bean counters currently' in
pewerall overAmerica. Band-Aids
and Beer! At least you 'won't feel
thepain. CH
Health Care at BamchApproaches Third World Status
continued from page 8
'-
health maintenance.. ,Brooklyn
College has a health clinic offer-
X-rays and CAT- Scans could be of- ing a variety of services. The Col-
fered. lege of Staten Island is affiliated
By forming an ad-hoc with a hospital and medical cen-
Healthcare/Childcare committee of ter to provide a variety of services.
four Assembly members on No- AlSQ, the selection of the
vember 15,1996, the ESSAfurther committee that governs this
emphasized their devotion to this health service, and hence selects
issue. This committee was slated the Director of this health service
to gather information and investi- is imperative and crucial to the 'ef-
gate possible ways of placing some ficientrunning of this vital service..
form of health facility on campus. If the health service is funded
With the help of the Stu- partly or entirely by SAF.,students
dent Life Office, and the should and must playa great role
Assembly's encouragement and in governing this health service
guidance, the Committee began and in the, choice of the director,
gathering the necessary informa- because these are vital positions
tion. During our research, we dis- which must be controlled 'by the
covered that about 40% of CUNY student body. Iffunded entirely by
students were not covered by any the administratiQn, students
form of insurance. As a result of should also have a voice and vote
this statistic, the diversity and in making these important deci-
many new immigrants that form sions,
the student population of CUNY, At the same time that the
we saw that many students were committee of the ESSArecQgnized
at greater risks ofcatching certain these important factors, we re-
diseases. With the emergence of . ceived word that students of the
HIV/AIDS, the recurring diseases Bio-Med Society were interested in '
of chicken pox and tuberculosis, this issue and were considering to
misinformation about health edu- propose a referendum. Contact
cation and prevention, it was im- was made, upon which discussions
portant that a consensus be ensued,andtheAssemblyfQrmally
reached, upon which action could met with a representative where,
be taken. questions and further discussion
Also, the Healthcare Com- continued. A very intense, yet open
mittee ofESSA found out that most and frank discussion' occurr-ed
evening students were covered by among visitors, Assembly mem-
some sort of insurance plan, and bers and the representative of the
healthcare was more important for Student Health Coalition. In the
the majority of day students, and end the ESSA wished the Student
in .partrcular, full-time students, Health Coalition thebestof luck;
recent immigrants and foreign stu- I ' and offered 'our assistance. ., ~, ' .. " , '", -,., , ,
deIits.Th:~_s-;-~~started-commul1i- .,'-'-'---1:IeaIt1i-emces'at lJ8.niCTi: ,., '", .. " " • .--- " ~---. " .•,. ,,' _. '~.' --- ~,_n,
eating th~ ~winfur~ation~~ 2~~~~a~ro~~'~i:-~g--~~
DSSG, SQ that some form of dia- cateissue, and must be considered ' ..,"'... J
logue could begin between the two objectively and carefully yet, most G · I E II
student governments. . impQrtant,urgently.AweIlformed rammatica ' xce ·,'ence
In order for a health faeil- and stable committee ofpredomi-
ity to be implemented, we had to nantly students with faculty mem-
use existing health facilities at bers and administrators needs to
other CUNY colleges as examples, be in place before a referendum or
particularly the Managed other possible ways of funding be
Healthcare Model at Herbert considered.
Lehman College, the In the coming year, the ESSA
Nurse-Managed Health Cente~at will definitely examine this criti-
Brooklyn College and the Teaching cal issue and will be taking action
Hospital Affiliation Model at the upon the recommendation of a
College ofStaten Island. We ex~m- committee set up to scrutinize this
ined these three models, paying issue.
particular attention to how they
were funded, what services they of-
fered, the amount of money needed
to maintain them, the number of
people employed, the selection of
the Director of the health facility,
and hQW many students were
served.
In order for any student
club, society or organization within
Baruch to tackle this issue, we
found out that how the health fa-
cility would be funded should be
seriously thought of. The health
service could be funded in several
ways - entirely by Student Activ-
ity Fees(SAF); SAF supplemented
by other college resources; or fund-
ing solely by the college. Grants
could also be used to supplement
the health service depending on
the choice 'ofhealth service.
.Several options are avail-
able: Herbert Lehman's health, ser-
vice is a Health' Center managed
by a nurse practitioner under the
aegis ofCollegiate Health Care em-




basic skills in other subjects. They
only need help in English.... They
want to stay in CUNY's senior col-
lege for four years and not trans-
fer to the community colleges be-
cause they will lase some credits
when they transfer back to a se-
nior cQllege.-- Danny
I think that CUNY's senior col-
leges should offer English as a Sec-
ond Language courses..... IfI do not
pass the WAT twice they say I have
to be dismissed. What'"is next?
Does it mean that I have no chance
to get my degree? That I must go
to the streets and find any job or
go to the community colleges to get
nothing? I do no t understand
them. I always thought any soci-
ety needs more educated people.
This is a plus for society.
It is also unfair to consider re-
medial courses in the same way as
ESL. We did not fail anything. We
are just learning a language. This
is not easy especially if you are
"against the wall." They are not
giving us the time that the learn-
ing ofsomething complex requires,
in this case, English.
,We probably don't have the En-
glish skills we should have com-
pared with English speaking stu-
dents at the same level. But to do
college-level work more than En-
glish skills are needed. There are
some skills as important as En-
glish that I'm sure' most, of us"
have.... Senior colleges have to
teach what people need to learn in
give me a chance to become a resi-
dent and help me to get on my own
feet. This means not only financial
help but educational help as well.
From the beginning I de-
cided to go to college some day. And
aspitions in this life. I want to be-
come a citizen and feel this coun-
try as my real home. And I will pay
for it. I will pay by my work, my
help, and my attention.
When I read the article (in the
Ticker) I couldn't believe my eyes.
And I didn't want to. It ruined all
my thoughts and feelings about
America. How can it happen? On
one hand you allow people to be-
come residents and citizens and, on
the other hand, you put them down
by refusing to offer ESL courses.
Where is the freedom of choice?
Where is the respect? You say that
I can go to another place to take
ESL courses, but you deny my right
of decisiQn. Tamara
ESL courses should be offered in
the senior colleges. Most ~~L stu-
dents are international andforeign
students. They only come here for
a few years. They all have their
continued on page 9
change this predicament. This
failed. This semester another ref-
erendum was proposed by the Stu-
dent Health Coalition, which would
increase students activity fees by
$ 10 per semester for each student.
This referendum did not even reach
the ballot because enough signa-
tures were not received by the Coa-
lition.
Throughout these referen-
dums and discussions among stu-
dents, faculty and administrators,
the Evening Session Student As-
sembly (ESSA) - your evening stu-
dent government - have been stead-
fastly and meticulously working to
resolve this situation.
ESSA has constantly been
in contact with students, faculty,
college administrators, healthcare
professionals and other colleges
healthcare administrators. At the
first meeting of the ESSA, the
President stated that he had spo-
ken with Vice President Sam
Johnson and the latter expressed
concern and believed that there is
a real need for a healthcare facil-
ity at Baruch. He also said that he
was looking into the possibility of
a contract with an existing clinic
in the neighborhood. This would
possibly be funded by offering a ref-
erendum, and services such as
'When I read the ar-
ticle (in -the Ticker) I
couldn't believe my
eyes, ... It ruined all my
-' 'thoughts and feelings
about America."
to do. And we are responsible to
keep the high level of educatiQn
they want for senior col]eges. They
should just give us time and they
will see. --Luisa
Not only should CUNY's senior
colleges offer ESL courses, but they
should offer even more ESL
courses so that the classes are not
so overcrowded, If the community
colleges existed only because they
offer ESL courses for students who
need them, then there are thou-
sands and thousands of ESL stu-
dents who have to attend these
colleges because they would have
no choice. There would be huge
classes at the community colleges.
Because classes are overcrowded,
students would not learn very
much.
Learning is a process. It cannot
be done overnight. If students are
to write perfect English in order to
enter college, then college isn't for
the people who recently arrived in
America but wish to enter college.
In addition, ESL students do not
lack ability to learn and do well in
college I know a few students who
are also ESL but they do better
than some of the students in the
regular English class in many dif-
ferent academic settings. Let's
keep the ,E~;Lc;urric~l:um,in~ctso.
these new 'citizens' will be able to
assimilate into a society that wel-
comed our parents before us.
Baruch's Sadly Lacking Health Services
~SiQcerely~ /> r:
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I came to America one and a half
years ago. In my native country I
never studied English, so it is pos-
sible to imagine my first months
living in a new country without
any knowledge of the language.
But I didn't give up. In my
thoughts America was always the
only country where people have
the right of their own choices. It
is the only country that gives even
a new, person achance to become '
a part of it and to choose his "place
under the sun." And I was ac-
By ESSA
As this spring semester of 1997
comes to a close, Baruch College
remains the only college of the
eighteen colleges ofCUNY without
a health services office on its
campus. This literally means that
if a student were injured while
participating in an activity on
campus, that student will have no
authorized person within the
health field to care for him or her,
thus this person will have to be
rushed to the nearest hospital for
treatment. However, the college
has a staff budgeted with about
$90,000 "to implement, maintain
records and follow-up in
compliance with the immunization
PHL-2 165." This is required by
the University.
The question hence
remains, why is Baruch the only
college within this massive higher
educational system that does not
have some form of healthcare
facility on its campus? Another
question is - How could Baruch
and CUNY communities allow this
to happen, when the remaining
seventeen colleges of CUNY all
have some form of health facility
on their campuses? This is an
embarrassment to the students,
faculty, and administrators of not
only Baruch, but the entire CUNY
system. This crisis must be solved.
Last year, a referendum




Q> I am forwarding excerpts
.x:
;::. from my ESL students' responses
to The Ticker's article and edito-
rial concerning ESL courses at
Baruch College. The students were
asked to respond to the question,
"Should Baruch College eliminate
ESL courses?" after they read the
articles in the newspaper. Perhaps
some of your readers will be inter-
ested in the ideas of the students















The Supreme Court, US his supervisor of the incident, Mr.
court of appeals, employers McWilliams decided to file suit in
and employees are all familiar federal court. On appeal, the 4th
with cases of sexual harass- Circuit held that "McWilliams
ment in which the victim and hostile environment claim
the aggressor are the opposite _ fails ...where both the alleged ha-
sex and heterosexual. Title rassers and the victim are hetero-
VII of the civil rights act of sexuals of the same sex."
1964 protects-the rights of the Earlier thisyear, the 8th Cir-
individual in these cases. Al- cuit became the first-federal ap-
though the courts have settled peals court to-affirm the validity
many questions concerning of the same-sex sexual harass-
sexual hazassment , a number ment under Ti~le VII. In Quick
of. issues remain unsettled_. .u, Donaldson. Co.lnc.~·PhiIQuick,
While it is clear that women ' a heterosexual'male, claimed.that
whobave been harassed by he was abused while..'~orkingas
· men may. sue for sexual ha- a press oper.ator..~r. Q-uick
r&ssment and vice-versa, it is claimed that he was_abused while
not Clear as: to w~ther men werkineas a pr:e8&.~t.O~ .. ,"'r_
~f:~~:~~~::~_ ..~~~~itkri;j! ....
i __-_~-~~~1".e~&iA.-~~jfih?-~:ai};;"i~-iGa,ii£Q-","" ..,- ,... ,-~---'-
· sharply divided on thi, issue. workers.· Bqging is;:s_-~~(or
At present, the- 4th~ 5t~,:and grabbing utt-squ~.-.nother
·6th ~cuits haye- eonsidered . JD:8:II's testicles. In. 1§p5.:@. (e!l-
and rejected same-sex sexual e~al magistrate judge~rwed'that
harassment claims under Title Title VII protects a. JQale' em-
~ . ... -
VII. Only the -8th circuit have ployee trom. sexual ~~~ssment
held that same-sex sexual ha- only if he can show aaanti-male
rassment is potentially action-or predominantly female environ-
able under Title VII. .The 5th ment making males a disadvan-
circuit was the rust to address taged. group in the workplace.
the issue directly. In Garcia The court dismissed Mr. Quick's
'v. ElfAtochem the 5th circuit claims under the federal statute
,. ruled that same-sex sexual ha- finding that the abuse was based
rassment could not be pursued on subjective rather than objec-
under Title VII because the act tive reasons.
is only intended to address sex However, the 8th Circuit held
discrimination. Situations in that the lower court erred in rul-
which a male supervisor ha- ing that bagging was not sexual
rasses a male employee are not harassment. The court said that
covered by Title VII. the test for determining whether
Unlike the 5th circuit in discrimination is based on sex is
Garcia, the 6th Circuit in whether "members of one sex.are
Fleenor dismissed the case un- exposed to disadvantageous
der technical terms. The court terms or conditions of employ-
ruled that Mr. Fleenor, who al- ment to which members of tlie
leged that he was harassed by other sex are not exposed." It
male co-workers and a super- ruled that male employees were
visor, did not provide it with a treated worse than female em-
statement of causal action un- ployees at Donaldson.
der Title VII. The court ruled Until the federal courts come to
, that Mr. Fleenor failed to as- an agreement on same-sex sexual
sert that his employer was re- harassment "cases and the Su-
sponsible for the alleged ha- preme court grants review of
rassment as required by Title these cases, employers are urged
_VII. to assume that same-sex sexual
Recently, the 4th Circuit in harassment is actionable and
McWilliams, held -that Title train employees accordingly.
VII does not cover same-sex they are also' urged to take
sexual harassment, Mark "promptvreasonable and effec-
McWilliams, a mechanic al- tive" actions whenever a com-
leged that he was physically plaint involving sexual conduct is
and sexually teased by several made, regardless of the sex of the





.berate Parate. "He'Said-that some of
Parate's students were more intelli-
gent than their teacher, and that
Parate's Salary could be stoppedatany
time. Isibor then removed Paratefrom
his post as instructor of the 'Statics'
course, but directed Parate to attend
the class as a student. Parate attended
the class for five or six sessions, but
was then told that Isibor no longer
wanted Irim to attend. During that
semester, Paratewas never reinstated
as the instructor of the 'Statics' class.
In the remainder ofParate's final aca-
demic year, 1985-86, Isibor and
Samuchin continually sent faculty
observers to his classroom."
The situation resulted in a se-
ries of court actions, the school being
- criticized for its disrespect of first
amendment freedoms and Parate loos-
ing his job, to which he was not rein-
stated, a detail revealed in the opin-
ion and having been criticized by
judges using the case as a precedent.
. Baruch's appeal process is
flawed, contrary to claims of propri-
ety. Itwould lead to a similar mess
and lengthy litigation, It is quite det-
rimental to hear adversarial govern-
ment officials speak against the col-
lege system that was build to serve the
poor and the working classes of New
York City.
But it is appalling to consider
that Baruch's negligence to' conform
with the law ~ay unnecessarily pro-
vide ammunition for their squad: we
the students are at the receiving end
ofthe firing line.
Baruch's appeal PI'OCe$S must be
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questioned Parate's teaching compe-'
tence in front ofhis other students; and
threatened to go to Isibor. These stu-
dents also stated thatthey would in-
sure that Parate would not teach the
''Statics'' course in following semesters.
"Two days later... Parate held
his 'Statics' class as scheduled. Isibor
and Samuchin, however, hadpreceded
him intothe classroom unannounced.
After Parate began to can the roll, he
was immediately interrupted. Isibor
shouted from the back of the room:
'Stop the roll call, don't waste time; cir-
culate the paper for a roll call.' Adher-
ing to Isibor's directive, Parate
began to teach his class, butwasagain
interrupted by Isibor's shouts. Isibor
next ordered Parate to complete one
of the problems from the textbook.
After Parate began to work out the
problem on the blackboardand explain
it to the students, Isibor again inter-
rupted him. Isibor demanded that
Parate complete the problem on the
blackboard without addressing the
students; that the students complete
the problem on paper; and that
Sarnuchin copyParate's work from the
board. Isibor soon approached the
blackboard himselfand began to work
on the same problem that Parate and
the students were completing. After
severely criticizing Parate's teaching
skills in front of his students, Isibor
collected the students' papers and left
the classroom.
"After this class, Parate was
summoned to a meeting with lsibor,
Samuchin.. and a professor from the
TSU Department of Industrial Arts
and Technology. Isibor again began to
10
~ Baruch's FlawedAppeals-'
~o / _ ~
~ continued from page 9 - Finally,'a compelling reason
~, . . for the procedure to be revised exists.
• partment. And although the student Baruch's appeal process offers the op-
~ ~ may object, the professor must not be portunity for abuse and retaliation
~ mandated to listen to the student, against professors. A court case ex-
~ unless the professor chooses to listen.
~ There can be no role to order a profes- poses whatcan transpire between pro-
1-
0
0 sor to negotiate a grade with the stu- fessorsandtheirsuperiors during the
changing of a. grade. PARATE v.
dent because the parties can not be ISIBOR et all is found in Volume 868
ordered to editorialize each other. ofthe Federal Reporter, SecondSeries,
Second, it is improper that Page821, decided in 1989, by the Fed-
the grade is changed pursuant to a era! Court of Appeals for the SIxth
debate between a professor, a student Circuit.
and a chairperson. Once the grade is Natthu Parate was an associ-
granted, itbecomes the propertyofthe. ate professor in the Tennessee State
'institution;
It is the administration that University Civil Engineering Depart-
-ment for the 1982-83 academic y~.
must be .petitioned to. change' the Parate's impressive -crederltlali in- _
grade.' Whenever the professor-wants cluded postdoctoralwork in France
to support the student's appeal, per- and Canada. Parate was appointed to
haps because of recognizing an error a tenure-track position, subject to re-
or for no particular reason, a profes- newal. Edward Isibor served as Dean
sor may submit supporting material ofthe.SchoolofEngineeringand T.ech-
elaborating why the change is war- nology, and Michael Samuehin was .
ranted, in Baruch's case to the Corn- . Head of the Department of Civil.En-
mittee on Academic Standing. Thus, . . or
. the Committee serves as a safeguard gmeenng.
. After Parate distributed final
that the professors' academic freedom grades in a course, two students re-
will not be infringed by the student or
'quested grade changes. .Parate re-
the chair ofa department. Otherwise, viewed the students'performance. One
due process regarding how grades are provided adequate reasoning to war-
. appealed is no due process at all and rant an augmentation; which Parate
must be changed. granted after consulting with
And third, until now unless Samuchin, at his concurring. How-
the form has already the approvals of ever, the other student, whose perfor-
a professor whose grading will be re- manceleftmuchtobedesired:and_was
viewed and the professor's chairper- caught cheating, was denied his ap-
son, in the form of signatures, it will
plication. The student threatened to
not~.reviewe~by the .co~~ttee!In r . have the grade changed-through .,
. fact, It l~.n~tth:.~~~e~t_.~~~W~~ .: Parate'sDean.The Court detailedthe..
-the-forms but the chair oftne.o.epart- b I ibo . d d P 4-l _.
h hi functi . - I a use S1 r m uce upon arate, .ment. Althoug ts ction 1S pure y , ." .
a<hirinistliitive-.;meaningchairpersons - "-' ;
can ultimatelybe held in contempt if Isibor wasdetermined to
theydonotfiletheform-nosuchguar- have him enlarge the grade. While
anteeorexplanation is stipulated, im- other faculty initially sided with
plying students may not exercise an Parate, Isibor arbitrarily insisted.
appeal, as a matter of right. In fact, When Parate asserted his rights,
when I visited our business school, I Isibor ''began to insult and beratehim."
had a rough time convincing the em- Isibor said that Parate did not know
ployee at the department to hand me how to teach, asked him where he got
the form, although she was willing to his degree, and stated that it would
describe in detail the obstacles I would be very difficult to renew Parate's
face in submitting it. Apparently, that contract at TSU.
is how Baruch is chilling the voice of Confronted with Isibor's be-
students who feel they deserve a havior, Samuchin who initially agreed
grade change. with Parate, changed his mind and
''But we are all scholars here; prepared a memorandum to be signed
we all help each other; we would never by Parate, elaborating why Paratehad
be unfair to students," some may ar- altered the grade, which Parate signed
gue. Malfeasance is always coveted adding the phrase "as per instructions
under the veneer of bogus propriety from Dean and Department Head at
and benevolence. Injustice such as seg- meeting." The memorandum was re-
regation and discrimination is not pre- turned with instructions to be signed
sented as evil but as necessary and anew, without any additions. Two cop-
benefiting some of the people. But that ies later, with Parate objecting and
is the point: the process benefits some Isibor threatening to "mess up"
of the people and it is not the group Parate's evaluation, the intimidated
.that needs the grade change. Students professor signed the memorandum.
must be reserved the right to send Later Parate was threatened by Isibor
their application directly to the com- that his contract with the school would
mittee, or the form should say that be terminated. During the following
professors and chair pet:sons would semester, as students found out about
have to submit the form, whenever the grade change, Parate confronted
students request it. The students' GPA a mob demandinggrade changes. This
is at stake and perhaps further stud- is how the Federal Court of Appeals
ies or a career. Students are discrimi- recorded subsequent events:
nated. ''In late September 1985, one
Even more, professors would of'Parate's classesw~ interrupted by
tend to avoid wade appeals because a graduate student. This student.de-
professors are not the students' agents manded that Parate change his final
but somewhat their adversaries in grade in a course which had ended the
such proceedings. An appeal creates previous year... [Two] students com-
more work and occupies time as they plained about the grades they had re-
would have to explain the grading. ceived on a 'Statics' course examina-
Faculty would be motivated to with- tion just returned by Parate. These



























vincing evidenced required un- . to any institutional effort by BT m
der New York law - Bankers to defraud, mislead' or to other- en
& P&G are "sophisticated wise take advantage of its cus-
corporates whose, dealings were t o m er s ." The report r e com-
on a businesslevel" and as such mended changes. Bank officials'
their relationship would not said many have already been
support a claim of negligent -put into place.
misrepresentation under New
York law. ' ,-
As a result, P&G settled the
case, paying Bankers _$3'5' mil- ..
lion:. "',', . . " .. . •
Even though Bankers was not·
held liable in the P&G case, an
independent report on Bankers
Trust New York Cor.p.'s deriva-
tives business criticized the
. bank for years of poor manage-
· .ment, weak controls and other
problems that led to charges of
· deception by regulators and big
.. customers. The report, ordered
in 1994 by regulators, coneen- >;"
trates on an.inabifity by senior' rMANY, MORE BENEFITS.
executives of the nation's' NOMlNALCASilATEND
eighth-largest bank to assure OF SEMESTER
its controls over traders and
salesmen were enforced. It rec_SORRY-NO'HEALTHIN-
ommended that Bankers Trust SURANCE
discipline 10 unnamed ,IF INTERES"FEfi' PLEASE.,
· employeesThe review stopped co'NTAcr:-iitfNGTRAN~"
short of claiming the bank con- . ..TIiE TICKER
spired to cheat customers, say- ' ' -, .,802.:c.I::QRR
p
•ing its problems "were not due' :. "~"
....-.~ -- . -: .
:. "," ......
";.A. ~'. '1:.. ~.7
....> #. ~
"Bankers & P&G are
"sophisticated
corporates whose
dealings were on a
business Ievet'iand.as .






poses, nor are ·they .considered
securities under Ohio law.
The ~Qu:rt'also concluded
that B'I''asale of'derivatives to
P&G did not constitute fraud
under the CFTC or CEA rules,
.as the parties were "principals .
in a bilateral' contractual ar-
rangement"; therefore Bankers
was not acting "for or on behalf
of P&G." While Bankers had
a fiduciary' duty to act in good
faith toward P&G regarding
the transactions, P&G failed to
prove' fraud by clear and .con-





In Proctor & Gamble v. Bank-
ers Trust Co., the U.S. District
Court ruled that two interest
rate swap derivatives respon-
sible for P&Gs highly publicized
losses were not considered se-
curities under federal la w.
Thus, they were exempt" from
the Commodities Exchange Act. "
P&G claims that the leveraged
. derivatives, onebased on 5-year,
treasury yields',' and the' second'
on the 4-year German
deutschmark rate' were fraudu-
lently executed by Bankers
Trust. To prevail in this case
and 'prove fraud, it was critical
that P&G show that these in-
struments were securities.' To
do this, ,P&G charged Bankers
Trust with violation of blue sky
laws. However, the court con-
cluded that because the value of
the instruments "depended on
market forces, not BT's entre-
preneurial efforts" they are not
"investment contract" securities
within the meaning of SEC v.
W.J. Howey Co., 328 US 293
(1946). Also, under 'Reves v.
Ernst & Young, 494 US 56 (22
SRLR 263, 295 (1990», holds
that swaps are not considered
"notes" for securities act pur-
c. FAS No. 119-- Footnote
disclosure of derivative instru-
ments.
The strongest opposition to
the F ASB proposal has come
from banks, who are opposed to
the mark to market method.
The American Bankers Associa-
tion stated that the FASB pro-
posal "is flawed because it mis-
represents sound risk mariage-.
ment practices." Although
mark to market is ·thetradition
followed by broker dealers,
swap dealers, investment com-
panies and hedge funds, which
all report gains and losses as
part of period earnings, banks
and S&L institutions do not fol-
low this practice. In response,
on Wednesday, March 19, FASB
announced that it will push
back the deadline for compli-
ance with its new derivatives
accounting to July 1, 1998 from
December 15, 1997. Under the
original proposal, derivatives
contracts were reported .as
equal to the value of the assets
they hedge. The board has con-
ceded to banks and will no
longer require the entire change
in fair value of a hedged item
to be recognized in earnings and
it would continue some of the
hedge accounting currently per-
mitted for foreign exchange
transactions."
The FASB expects the new
rule to be finalized in June of
1997 so that companies can pre-
pare for July 1998 implementa-
tion. F ASB believes that the
requirement that all derivative
instruments be reflected at fair
value on the balance sheet will
. improve financial reporting to
more accurately reflect an
organization's risk exposure as
a result of its derivatives posi-
tions. However, in addition to
regulatory guidance, company's
must also implement strong in-
ternal controls to ensure the




from the SEC and the
business community,




The main points of the new
standard are as follows:
1. All derivatives will be car-
ried on the balance sheet as as-
sets or liabilities at fair value.
2. Gains or losses on a deriva-
tive used to hedge a forecasted
transaction will be deferred in
a new balance sheet account
called Other Comprehensive
Income ("OCI"). On the pro-
jected date the transaction is
expected to occur, the gain or
loss will be transferred from
OCI to earnings.
3. Gains or losses from deriva-
tives used to hedge an asset,
liability or firm commitment
will be recognized in earnings
in the period of change, to-
gether with the offsetting gain
or loss in the hedged item.
In order to be classified as a
"hedge", the derivative must
have a measurable fair value at
its inception and on an ongoing
basis.
4. Gains or losses on specula-
tive derivatives will be' recog-
nized in earnings each period.
5. Disclosure of the reasons for
and the objectives of a company
's derivatives use.
The new regulation will su-
persede the following FASBs:
a. FAS No. 80--Accounting
for Futures Contracts.




A SETI'LEMENT WILL BENEFIT
~OBACCOCOMPANIES
FASB'S NEW ACCOUNTING RULES
FOR DERIVATIVES
By Victoria Harris
After years of wrestling with
the compound abstractions in-
volved in accounting for deriva-
tives, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) is fi-
nally nearing completion of its
long-awaited derivatives ac-
counting standard. The new
rules are expected to be imple-
.mented in July, 1998.
Derivatives are financial in-
struments under which gains
and Iosses are linked to' the
changes in value of underlying
securities, stock market in-
dexes, interest rates and foreign
currency values. Derivative
instruments are often referred
to as "derivative securities" or
"derivative products". Al-
though these terms suggest that
derivatives are tangible items,
they are primarily contracts
that are settled in cash at speci-
fied intervals.
The FASB, under tremendous
pressure from the SEC and the
business community, has been
working on this comprehensive
derivatives standard since
1994. This pressure has re-
sulted in the promulgation of
several piecemeal standards,
while the considerable debate
ensued over the form and con-
tent of the new rules. Timothy
Lucas, FASB's research direc-
tor, said the proposal aims to fill
"large gaps" in current account-
ing guidance over derivatives.
Inconsistent accounting prac-
tices among companies using
derivatives, particularly in
hedging, have confused and
even misled users of financial
statements, he added. Under
current accounting rules, many
types of derivatives do not ap-
pear on the balance sheet, with
. their val ues reported only as
obscure footnotes, making it
extremely difficult for even the
most sophistica ted financial
statement users to determine
the true picture of the impact on
a company's financial position.
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By Hung Tran & Victoria Harris
Negotiators for tobacco' com- settlement, though it would be 'generates about $1 billion in
panies and anti-smoking forces costly to the tobacco compa- pretax earnings for the indus-
have reported that they were nies, would save them money in try_ Price increases over the
still a long way from a settle- the long rUD. The companies years haven~1;- hurt cigarette
mente Negotiators had met wouldri'f agreetopay it if they, -sales or profits.,Addicted smok-
Sunday and Monday in Chicago. couldn't live with it. Advertis- ers kept buying. With their
Thetalks began two weeks ago ing curbs, which may include huge legal problem out :of the'
m~f',J1 between top industry brass and the end of billboard promotions way, tobacco companies could
. anti-to.bacco leaders. There --would save the companies go back to business as usual.
'were published reports that the money. Philip Morris spent They would keep promoting theIIIII industry might pay as much as $3.6 billion on all media adver- smoking habit -- nobodyaug-
$300 million over 25 years into tising in 1996 and an u ndis - gests all adver t iairig will be
a compensation fund for smok-cl,osed,~amount on other forms _proscribed. They would con-
ers who, as a resultof smoking, of promotion. Price Increases tinue to sell cigarette's 'over-
acquired lung cancer and other Analysts said the companies seas, where nobody seems to
~~~lI diseases. In return, the tobacco would raise most of the dam- care about the dangers of
industry would get protection ages payments by raising smoking. And investors will
from lawsuits and higher stock prices. Oppenheimer & Co.'s applaud. It's the money.
valuations on their tobacco and Roy Burry said an increase of








Foot-Joy withdrew more than
1 million in advertising from
ports lllustrated's GOlf Plus. .
upplement because the magazine
ublished an article describing the
esbian party scene at the 'Ladies
rofessional Golfers Association's
abisco Dinah Shore tournament.
spokesperson for the company
aid, 'The tone of the article was
symptomatic of a condescending






gonna look foolish, are you gonna
blank out, these are some of the wor-
ries people have., But it is a skill that
anybody can learn," he says.
Robert Farag, President of The
Speech Club at Baruch College agrees
with Dr. Spergel. "When 1first spoke
I was nervous, I knew it was normal
though but I practiced some relaxation
techniques. I took two deep breaths,
made eye contact and started," ex-
plai ns Farag.
Relaxation techniques is one
of the key criteria to becoming a
successful speaker. In her upcoming
book (no title yet), Professor
Goldstei n deals with these criteri a
for successful speech. "I describe
what I call Speech Aphorisms, that
give points on proper speech," says
GoTosfeln. S'6ni'e of these po!i1.ts ar~
a power opening, enthusiasm and
most importantly belief in oneself
and one's speaking ability," she
says.
Last years winner Janie Kim
delivered what was described by
many as a speech of depth and im-
pact. A lot is expected of this year's
partici pants. "I don't know if I'm
going to enter this year," says Pearl
Chen. "The competition might be
pretty stiff."
the new building will contain the
college bookstore, a food court and
places to conduct student affairs,
while the new home for Student
Activities will be on the second
floor.
The decision for the site for
the Academic Complex was taken
in the summer of 1995. This build-
ing is costing DASNY $250 million,
from whmh $168 million is being
used for construction purposes
alone. DASNY financed the project
by selling bonds in the name of
CUNY and Baurch College.
continued on psge16
and will include improved
student services and better facili-
ties, administrators say.
The new building is being
constructed by the New York State
Dormitory Authority (DASNY) and
is one of the biggest projects the
agency has ever undertaken. The
new Academic Complex will en-
close 416,000 net square feet. It
will be built with 14 floors above
ground that will contain class-
rooms, labs and student club of-
fices. On the three floors below
ground, there will be a gymnasium,
a fitness center, locker rooms, a
swimming pool, a theater and a
concert hall. The ground floor of
partment topic is because it is a business slanted
The Speech Festival began on topic," says Goldstein. Acknowledg-
April 30, 1992. The topic back then ing the pertinence of such a topic to
was The 90's: A Question of Leader- business students Goldstein went on
ship and the participants were limited to reiterate one of the major concerns
to Professor Goldstein's Speech 3061: that many faculty and even President
Speech Composition and Delivery Goldstein have expressed, the fact that
class. "When we didn't have Baruch students need to work on com-
that elective last Spring we decided to municating properly. "OUf students
open the festival to all Baruch stu- are weak in communication skills.
dents. Back then though, they were all They need lots of help in this area,"
from my class and last year nine out says professor Goldstein.
of 10 students that competed were V.J. Kumar, an investment
from Speech classes," says Goldstein. banker at Morgan Stanley and an in-
In the past the topics were a little more ternship recruiter, agrees with
general ranging from Human rights: Goldstein's findings. "I am a former
'A Global Concern' to "The Interna- Baruch student and. I have seen many
tional Yeaij (!f 1\lferance'.·~poldsteil(" :Batuc.n·-students interview for jobs
chose these~opjcsbecause-site wanted --: -h~re. Baruch students are bright and
the derive certain responses from the very qualified but a lot of them make
.participants~ ~{have .avision .ttiat~slu-·.-:miStakes~expressTrrg-iheri-jere-as" on -
dents should be allowed to give their paper and good writing and commu-
own interpretation of New York City nication skills is a must in any busi-
and we can achieve this through these ness environment."
topics," says Goldstein. "We need top- Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of
ics that touch the essence of our stu- graduate and new stud~nt programs
dents. We may have visionaries lying and Co-director of the Speech Festi-
in our midst, a Martin Luther King, val understands the difficulty that stu-
you never know," she adds. dents have communicating especially
This year's topic 'The at the public speaking level. "It's a
McDonaldization of the nation' is a great fear for most people because
slight departure from this way of you're very vulnerable when you go
thinking. "The reason we chose this up to an audience to speak. Are you
annually by giving up some of the
space it leases for the campus. This
new academic complex will house
both the faculties for the School of
Business and the School ofLiberal




house both the facul-
ties for the School of
Liberal Arts and Sci-
ence
"The McDonald-ization ottn: World
The 6th Annual Spring Speech Festival
By Brennon Marcano
Pearl Chen, executive secre-
tary of the Day Session Student Gov-
ernment (DSSG) at Baruch College re-
members the first time she did it. "I
was so nervous, my throat was dry and
1 was trembling all over. Everyone's
first time is usually like this," she says.
By doing it over and over, Chen was
able to overcome her fear of Public
Speaking and is using this skill to help
bolster her chances of vying for the
presidency of the Day Session Student
Government (DSSG). "Now speaking
in public is nothing for me. It's a great
asset," she adds. "There's still a lot 1
could learn though," admits Chen who
is presently taking Speech claSsesfwith
Professor Susan Goldstein, one or the
more recognizablespeech professors
at the college.
Professor Goldstein has taken
upon herself the task of painting a pic-
ture of the Speech Department so that
the rest of the college would notice it
and her mai n color has been the
Speech Festival which come May 9th
will be celebrating its sixth anniver-
sary. "Speech has got to become part
of what Baruch students discuss," says
Goldstein who insists that the main
purpose of the Festival is to make stu-
dents more aware of the Speech De-
THE ACADEMIC COMPLEX
BARUCH IN THE YEAR 2000
15
------------
By Birgitta Bridget Perezic
Beginning in the Fall of the
year 2000, Baruch College will
have a hew building known as the
Academic Complex. It will occupy
the space where the previous 24th
Street building stood. The building
will include most of the block be-
tween Lexington and Third Av-
enues, and 24th Street and 25th
Streets..
According to members of the
College's administartion, the
building is being built in hopes that
it will lessen the problem of class-
room overcrowding. It is also ex-
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effect to remind people of the his- g
tory of the site," said Logan. The ~
new building will have an exhibit ~
about the old buildings, computer
generated images and a video
about the construction of the new
building.
Students . are generally
excited about the opening of the
new building, but are concerned
about when it will open. Jeff
Longo, a senior, states "I'm sorry
I won't be around for the new
building but I would be suprised
if it opened on time or stayed
within budget."
Logan, adding, "this is the reason
why the building will be made up
. of stainless steel and will have a
very high quality metal skin to
it".
In order to start building
the new Academic Complex,
DASNY had to overcome several
problems. One of them was that
some parts of the site had "his-
torical value" because they were
part of the old New York horse
stables during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. To alleviate
this problem, the College decided
to pursue a "historic preservation
spend more time together. The
College also wanted to make sure
students could easily get around
the building without the hassle
presently found on campus.
The modern design will in-
clude "vertical quads" that will
create a "sense of identity and
community around Baruch," ac-
cording to Philip Logan, the
Project Coordinator. In a tradi-
.tional campus, space is organized
in quads exteriorly. "This is ex-
actly what the College wanted to
create internally with a urban
and industrial sense of it," said
continued from page 15
name of CUNY and Baurch Col-
lege.
The master planning for
Site B, as well as for the library,
was done by Davis Brodey 10
years ago. The original master
plan consisted of a high tower and
a low arch between the tower and
the co-op adjacent to it. The plans
were soon changed because the
design would have caused prob-
lems with space and mobility.
Baruch wanted faculty offices to
be on the same floors as class-
rooms in 'order to facilitate stu-






















gathered to discuss the activi-
ties and changes going on at
each campus.
Baruch's chapter w-as su-
perbly represented with the
current officers (two of which
presente-d workshops them-
selves). President Karen
. 'Holder 'conducted a workshop
, on "Presidential Issues," and
. -V.P. Will Cajate discussed
"Campus Awareness" pro-
.~ ,~r~~s.., Bot.~ st.ud,e~~~ ,;~~,bled
.~. fellow Golden Key members to
:.-observe so much that the orga-
~rzattmrt-n:as-~dmte--at-Barueh~·-.
.',-- Included in' the conference's
agenda was an awards cer-
emony in which several chap-
ters were recognized for their
great achievement. Baruch's
President Karen Holder won
the award for Leader of the
Year and Baruch's Chapter as
a whole received an award for
its stellar performance and ser-







such as career workshops
("Graduate School," "Leader-
ship skills," and "Planning for
the Future"), and chapter-activ-
ity workshops in which officers
~rsofThe Golden Key National Honor Society .
other better and learn about
what the organization is all
about. Activities ranged from
ice-breaker games to stimulat-
ing workshops on diverse-topics
Today's Quote
Gil Scott-Heron
"The Revolution Will Not
Be Televised"
By Ivanna Garibaldi
On the weekend of April 4-
6th, Golden Key National Honor
Society held its 1997 Eastern
Regional Conference at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick,
New Jersey. Chapters of the re-
gion included delegates and ad- .'
visor from St.. -Iohn's Uni~e:r­
sity, West Virginia, Univeraity
of Pittsburgh, University.of
Pennsylvania, .Temple Univer-
sity SUNY at·IStob~B're6k~J-', ._ J - ,
Penn State, Drexel, and CUNY
c'olleges(Queerts',t-eh-rnllb~City'-'
College, Hunter, Brooklyn,'and--
of course, Baruch. Ourcollege
had the greatest number ofat-
tendees with over 26 delegates
including the Faculty Advisor, .
Dr. Ron Aaron participating in
the weekend.
The conference under the slo-
gan, "A region U -Knighted" en-
abled the chapter members and
officers to get to know each
* adoption qf ne_W.;_~hCollege.· .-
'.- GovernanceCharter
* Child Care fee referendum (day only)
* Graduate fee referendum (grad only)
* Day Student Government Officers
* student voice in faculty promotion
* how much you pay in activity fees
* who will represent you in College
affairs and budgeting
* You must present your valid CUNYcard at the polling site to vote
What sat stake:
Day undergraduate students vote:
9:00 am-6:00 pm
rear lobby, 17 Lexington Avenue
Evening undergraduate & Graduate students vote:
4:00 pm-lO:OO pm
lobby 48 East 26 Street
Student Elections will be held May 5-8
What's- on the ballot:
\
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THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
CLUB
S.AP is one of Baruch's newest clubs founded
in November of 1995.1be goal of the club is to
provide a forum for the discussion of Social and
Political issues through the use of newsletters,
speakers, debates and movies. Last semester the club
was involved in numerous activities including a fund
raising raffle drawing; support ofa sexual
Harrassment workshop hosted by theHelpline office,
participation in the D.S.S.G debate, the publication of
two newsletters, and the hosting of a dance competi-
tion. This semester, the club will be working closely
with the Political Science Departmentwith the aim of
building upon the achievements of the previous
sernesser, We hope that you the BaruchCommunity
will provide support as the dub could make a useful
contribution to the college.
THEACCOUNTING SOCIETY
TIle Accounting Society gives students a
chance tp learn more about this major they have
ch~n or will chose to study during their stay at
Baruch. "
Upcoming events: "
3(27 Expectations and preparations to enter the
accounting profession





HILLEL OF NEW YORK AT BARUCH
Come and be apart of the Jewish Com-
munity at Baruch College. Meet new people,
The Purpose of the InterVarsity Christian improve your networking skills, get religious
Fellowship , information, have FUN!!! Please see Ellen
Steigman in 360 PAS room 1511 or call at
1. To lead others to personal faith in Christ
as Lord and Savior (212)802-6808 for more information
2. To help Christians grow toward maturity
PHI ETA SIGMA
in their Christian faith by study of the Bible, by NATIONAL FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY
prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover
God's role for them
THE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
SOCIETY
The Finance & Economics Society is open to all
ofthose interested in theprocessesofthe financial world
It provides students with an informative view of cur-
rent change and. the future trends in the rapidly evolv-
ing financial world via various functions such as lee-
,. tures, symposiums, and field trips.
We meet in Room 640/ 26th Street Building
Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor society for
underclassmen (freshman and sophomores). Our
goal is to encourage and reward academic excel-
lence among Baruch College students. Our ac-
tivities include: workshops on different topics of
interest(internships, management, resume en-
hancement and scholarships), visits to places of
interest (UN, Unicef, etc.), participation in vol-
unteer programs including New York Cares Day,
Volunteers of America, and the Salvation Army.
We hope to make the transition process into
Baruch a pleasant one for freshmen by serving
BEfAAlPHAPSI as a link between the activities carried out by the
Membership is Beta Alpha Psi gives you an in- college and the students. JOIN US DURING
stant scholarly recognition. BetaAlphaPsiinvitesguest CLUB HOURS(THURSDAYS IN ROOM 424;
speakerswho arerecognizediri theirfields and who are 26TH STREET BUILDING).
decision makers in human resources departments at The officers of the chapter can be contacted
potential employers. 1beBigSixAa:ountingfinnsare through the Dean of Students office at 360 PAS
focusing less on the campus intetview and are putting room 1702, (212)802-6820
faigreater refianeeon pre-identification. These fimis THE BARUCH ARCHERY CLUB
bavedevelopedahiringpreferenceformembersofBeta -What is archeIy? You've seen it in the movies;
. --Alpha Psi. 'IheIefoI.e$-eJnyjte_~QY tobxx>Ipe~~m-.._~~'!a?~~_~~~ ~~_~ ..~~.!he_~_ ~m~
ber of Beta-AIpba Psiirr-order to ieYer3ge yourpartiei- cable. It's been seen in the media types as simple as a
pation in our society for your job search. Please look comic book, and in events as grand as the Olympic
for our flyers posted on college bulletin boards for the games. And yet, most people only have a vague notion
meeting dates and room numbers. ofjust what thesport is all about.
The Haitian Cultural Club So, why not drop by and check it out We would
Hello, out there ! Did you know there was a be glad to teach and train anyone interested. We pro-
Haitian Club at Baruch?! We at the Haitian vide all the equipment and no experience is necessary.
Cultural Society are dedicated to preserving, For more information please go to the 6th floor
exploring and celebrating our beautiful gym at the 23Id street building.
Haitian Culture. Come and be a part of our All are welcome.
wonderful Haitian family. It's never too late to
join!!!! Our club room is located in room 1416
in 360 PAS, Our general meetings are held in
the 2015 in 360 PAS. Upcoming events include
May 9- Come see the Haitian dance
troupe: Lakou Lakay perform at the
Carribbean Show in the 23rd Street Audi
torium
Remember C'est L"Union Fait La Force
CHINESE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that there
is only one True~ the God of Israel. We believe in
the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal Trinity of the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We also believe that Jesus
Christwas sent from Heaven to Earth to serve as a sac-
rifice on the cross for our sins. Believing and living by
. GOO's commandments will bring salvation. He will
return to earth to establish His kingdom of righteous-
ness and peace. We are here to spread the Gospel to the
campus of Baruch College with an emphasis on the
Chinese(American and overseas-born) students. '
We meet every Thursday between 12:25 and
2:30pm THE BIO-MED SOCIETY
We are future healthcare professionals and scientists
who meet Thursdays during club hours in room'404 at
the 23rd street building. We discuss current scientific
issues and advances, watch educational videos, have
visiting guest lecturers from prestigious instituions, give
support to each other and have ~un just being together.




We at ASEDOM are a culturally based or-
ganization. We believe in preserving our heri-
tage while exposing other ethnic groups to the
historic background and customs of our Carib-
bean life. We are interested in meeting new people
who are serious and dedicated to changing the
Latino image to a more positive one while hav-
ing tons of fun doing it.
If you would like to find out more, drop by
room 1512 of the 360 PAS building and drop a
note in the ASEDOM mail box. Leave your name





The Society for Human Resource Man-
agement, which is affiliated with the National Or-
ganization, provides Human Resource majors, and
other interested students, with the opportunity to
interact with faculty and professional practitio-
ners in the Human Resource and other Business
Management areas.
Professionals come in and give advice in
areas such as resume writing, critiquing, and
interviews, and also, giving insight into what
prospective employers are looking for in job
applications.
An important benefit of SHRM member-
ship is the ability to regularly network with pro-
fessionals, giving students the much needed con-
tacts for entering the tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays during
club hour, at 360 PAS, Room 1816.
RR.I.D.E. .
We are an ever growing happy family, where
you can meetpeople that are notjustPuerto Rican but,
of other nationalities. We're a place where you can
feel welcome, where everyone looks out for everyone
else. We'll help you outwith school, friends, and fam-
ily problems. We are a place to go to on a rainy day to
talk, laugh, and relax from school and family stress.
We throwparties, watch movies, learnnewthingsabout
other people's cultures' including our own.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room
1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hours.
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
The Business to Business Marketing Society
(BTB) is a club that enhances academic knowledge and
brings the real world ofindustrial and commercial mar-
keting to its members. Our main goal is to help mem-
bers to be better prepared for associated career advance-
ment, and to guide them toward the market-activity of
organizations who engage themselves in marketing to
other business. BTB provides an arena where speakers '
are invited to talk on a variety of subjects, industry-
marketing trends in CorporateAmerica as well as coun-
seling on careers in marketing.
BTB is an organization that promotes awareness
and understanding about marketing activity with com-
panies that sell goods and services primarily to other
businesses and institutions, not the final consumer. If
you are a student that would like to gain exposure to the
many professionals engaged in industrialmarketing,join
us during club hours Room 839, 360 PAS. ALLARE
WELCOME.
Sponsor~dby the.Office of Student Life
Day Session Student Government,
The Ticker, & Day Session
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I I eI You can be one of many winners to receive either a pair of I ~
I movie tickets, Ticker beer mugs,T-shirts, or sweatshirts. I
I . Just fill out the form below, and drop it .offat our special box marked I
I "Sweepstakes" outside our office at 360:ParkAvenue South, Room 1522. I' Multiple entries allowed. I
I Deadline: May 13, 1997. I













. . -.' .- '.-_ .. - -' - .... ..-_.. -.. -- . --. - - - .
Program pending approval by the City University Board of Trustees
and the New York State Department of Education
The Newman Institute will provide selective scholarship
support, industry internships, mentor programs, and
opportunities to meet public and private industry leaders.




The Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute
cordially invites you to attend this Open House to
announce a new major to be offered at Baruch, Fall 1997.
, '.
..... ..._.
The Major will prepare undergraduate students for posi-
tions in the private and public administration in the largest
industry in New York-Real Estate..
at
The Bachelor of Science in- . .. . ".-.
REAL ESTATE
and Metropolitan Development




































































Pitt time to work
and 'build up to
the moments
when his charac-














. flaw is the ending.
Pakula takes his
time throughout
(the film runs over










into a film that was
not well made or
. e~en not worth see-
ing. The Deuil's
Own is already a hit
::. and will hold you
'over until the sum-
.... mer blockbuster
bombardment.
goes-awry and the movie ends up
where .it.started.. . ' , .
Chasing Amy has its moments.
Adams' charisma and Lee's hilari-
ous antics keep the moyie moving,
even though it does not. go any-
·where.. _Chasing Amy winds up
chasing itself." '-..... ~~ .
• write for •
: Arts & Entertai~ent. :
• There's only one Issue •
: left this semester, :
• Call Manny or Edward •
: at 802-6800 to get •
• involved. :
•••••••••••••••••
(Mallrats) does not approve of his that she has finally decided that
best friend's involvement with a she prefers a man. In the mean-
lesbian and tries to tear them apart time, Lee loses his best friend to a
in order to deal with his obvious gay woman. His homophobic front
attraction towards Affleck. This is just a smokescreen since it is
sets up a bizarre love triangle of apparent that he has a thing for
sorts. Affleck. Lee's jealousy and obses-
Joey Lauren Adams, .also from. sion to separate the happy couple
Mallrats, turns in a charming and leads to Affleck breaking .up with
lovable performance as the sexu- Adams due to things thht hap-
ally confused lesbian, while Lee pened in the past. ..~
can either have you rolling in the The movie, directed andwritten
aisles or disgust you with his one- , _by Kevin Smith, attempts-to deal
liners. ' with a serious issue but ~~ds up
Affleck and Adams fall for each falling short. The characters can
other and she is even convinced ,. easily be related to but the story
......... '. '. ~ • ~. ~. ,"-.' • J - • - • • ••••• -. •
By Manny Rodriguez
Who cares if there's chaos be-
hind the scenes?! In the '70s, the
Oakland Athletics were notorious
for quarreling with each other "
and baa teanirchemistry, yet they . -
won threeWorld Series in a row .
(1972-74). So when we hear that
Brad Pitt was publicly criticizing
the unprofessional aspects of pro-
duction behind The Devil's Own,
it ultimately doesn't matter when
the film opens. What does mat- ~.
ter is if .the. fi lrn , the perfor- -"c
mances and all· the other good '.
stuff is good.' . !
" .' .
I must say that I was not dis-' ;-
appointed. When one sees a fifm""~
headlining with supreme talent .
like -Harr-ison .Ford andPitt and
director Alan J . Pakula..(All The
Pre'siili!n(~M~n):; you tend to e;-' _
pect-the bomb, not abomh. A sat- . Alan"J. ·PakUla>\.(l:'-diScusses a: scene with his stars' Harrision Ford (center)
isf§ing aetion--thiiller-'lt turnEd ;;: 'arid Brad·Pitt~< a._·o' ." '.
out be' with strong.Iead perfor--._: _ ~.. '~. "
mancesand well-tim-ed direction. ~ 'Phe actual plctof tbe fi'lmis slow','
W ~~ch~ng it . a~: t h e D·i,rec.,tor;'s .i to develop,.:~hi~his -,\1su~llYi a-
Guild ofAmezica rthe<~te&on.,57th~n~gat4ve,--.bui it-.seymS., to, work, ~
str~t~~u~~~d~el~~ ~~atin~~':_i?~~uAe tPe'5h~asl~r~r~e!tes~;
lot.ofpost~eoommeu~~. ~i~-ihG -ffim-~re~tnt~mttn'g; ----
of'them -dealingwith~sh:oddy ell-: ~:'tTh-e development otcHara{}ter's~·'j
i ting arid. pQtl:tinuityproblems ·;easlly"the strongest element ~f~;
that a sane movie .goer would not __ rhis film and has a lot to do with .. -,
overemphasize but directors are' '--'Ford and Pitt~" . - > .~..' '.~ ." . . . .
so overly critical. But no one Briefly, Pitt is an IRA gunman'
seemed to not care for the story, who escapes to America and stays
the conflicts or the work of Ford with Ford, a New York City cop,
and Pitt. It is certainly a film and his family. The ensuing
that does not leave a sour, 1- scenes in most films are usually
wasted-two-hours-of-my-life filler in order to establish char-
-taste in your mouth, but-is defi.--.----aoet-er.. 'anrl-:.tendenei-es·,"S·(1 th.a't··~ <:
nitely one that could have been when the plot gets rolling, we can
slightly better. understand every move. But The"
For that reason we look at the Deuil's Own spends an unusual
circumstances that brought about amount of time on these scenes
comments from Pitt that the where we see For-d work the NYC
script was changed when Ford streets with partner Ruben
signed on and was not completed Blades and the bonding between
during the actual filming of the Pitt and Ford, which are the sub-
movie. The Deuil's Own, in fact, plot of the film. Pakula seems to
feels like a compilation of inter- break away from the standard
esting vignettes rather than a thriller mode and humanizes all
continuous story told on film. his characters by taking time to
Is Amy Worth Chasing?·
Nothing Wrong With _The Deuil'sOuml
By MingWong
The issue of homosexuality has
been explored in many movies be-
fore, but unlike its predecessors,
Chasing Amy has a fresh new ap-
. proach.
For fans of Kevin Smith (Clerks,
Mallrats), this will be nothing like
his previous efforts. The story re-
volves around a comic book artist,
played by Ben Affleck, who falls in
love with another fellow artist, who
happens to be a highly promiscu-
ous and sexually adventurous les-:
bian. Affleck's comic partner and
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'Just saying-F*ck You!"
Melachi the Nutcracker
of the Group Home-
Intro to "Sacrifice"
women.
I also buy the tapes of hip hop
artists I respect. I used to wait and
see if you would grant them some
time on the airwaves. I'm still wait-
ing. Now my next ten dollars will
finance the career of the next hip
hopper to survive the record label
draft, marketing bootcamp, and
promotional tour infantry. These
.stations say:that-tireyre-mack; but-
we'll see' if" they play the real,
Chuck.
I won't donate money to my alma
maters who despise my truth. Jews
don't roll with Nazis. Indians don't
chill with Yankees. I won't vote for
Guilianis and Patakis. I'm not giv-
ing Jordan and Rodman any props
for exploiting themselves through
false positive and negative images,
respectively. I'm not believing any-
thing you tell me.
I'm telling you now that this isn't
a phase. You want our college ex-
perience to be another level of
preparation. A degree that certi-
fies we accept the authority and
principles that make us the new
blue collar workers in cubicles.
There must be more for us because
accepting you gives me nothing.
I'll hate you by being myself.
I'm finally free on this piece of
paper 'cause I'm...
'Tire burn Guiliani, Pataki, and
C ",uomo...
Jeru the Damaja -
-"Whatever"
impact on our history. As college
students, scholars, professors, etc.,
you should have an open mind to'
look deeper than The Post and
Daily News columnists Crouched
in editorialfetal positions. Are you
listening?! !'
I'll stop being original now be-
cause you aren't. Youre using
quotes and things I wrote to'gain
.cheappreps;-yet·whenyou eopy-my·
tone, my technique, and 'my es-
sence you have an empty gift box.
The-jewels of this Sunset Style can
only be adorned by I. Remember
me, the one you got your idea from.
Now I'm hungry, I need some
- food to eat up. Regardless, I'm still
debating whether or not I should
eat a can of your Bumble Bee tuna
because they're only dolphin safe,
not Puerto Rican safe. Are we the
animals you civilized barbarians
refuse to care for? I know it's bet-
ter that I don't eat your beef and
pork but how healthy is that wax
coated fruit you handed me. By
2000, I'll be eating rainbow colored
platanos with my Karina. My
stomach hurts so much when I'm
hating you.
Our pursuit of happiness hasn't
begun so my brothers, needin~di-
rection, follow leaders obsessively.
The leaders we followed were great
because they taught us and we fol-
lowed. However, the new legend-
ary leaders will be those that al-
low us to walk by ourselves. Often
you've destroyed our successful
struggles with the murder of one
great person.
Now I'll fight you by agreeing
with many men and women and
disagreeing with all men and
I am Edward Rodriguez. I be
the next generation of slaves. I
know my history so I know where
I'm riot going. I also know I won't
be what you want me to be. I'm
going to tell Y9U who 1be and what
I is. Just loosen the clutch on your
purse and brace your eardrums.
You need to be told because you're
taking my life even though you
. only wantedme chained.
We're living in a society... I
should deserve what I've earned
and therefore shouldn't have to
earn what I've already deserved.
Ifyou help me by giving me a mop,
how much hope do you expect me
to have. This damned WORK just
isn't FARE in any shape, form or
justification. Your institutions of
learning mirror your institutions
ofemployment as insignificant les-
sons of authority and the tools of
janitorial genitalia only reproduce
more slaves.
The hypnotism ofthe '90s is not
Hot 97's most requested but
multiculturalism. Your syllabi of
ethnicity is trivial, perspectively
limited and often wrong giving us
the excuse to be ignorant. Whites
still think African history is sav-
ages throwing spears, Africans
still think Latinos are just Span-
ish speakers, while Latinos think
all Asians do kung-fu.
You have no appreciation and
respect for the richness and diver-
sity of our cultures. The knowl-
edge I have of my people is only
respected among a minority of
. people, including my own. I should
not spend so much time, in a place
of higher learning, explaining to





Doo Wop's "~9,5 Live"
"F'*ckPataki! I gotta do my thing
n*gga!"
B1 wlKool G Rap & Grimm -
'Take-'Em To War"
,
I've heard that we're supposed to
regard this college life as an ordinary
phase that will eventually pass. Our
lives and the ideologies we embrace
and reconstruct are only a natural
reaction that allows us to cope in a
learning environment that is cruel,
shocking and non-existent at the
surface.
Soon we will reject our yearning
for equality, poverty's end, racism's
ineffectiveness, and the real visual-
ization of subliminal hypnotism's
message. We11 embrace all forms of
capitalism that make money once
Business Weeks financial tips ma-
. terialize. We'll attack only those cor-
rupt structures and organizations of
society that hurt us and follow those
that justify their pursuits with a
high rate of return and highly
stocked reasoning for us to recite.
So, I can see that your theory may
be right. I may be left alone with the
words and dreams of wishful think-
ing. O-nly I will be a part of our
struggle, my struggle, because the
degree will put the rest of us in a
new fight for that five dollar raise
and fourteen extra sick days. I'm to
do the same.as you and accept it all.
To thrive theoretically and suffer in




























I deserve what you deserve,
and yet I'm kidnapped from my country
and brought to a foreign place,
where
lam
considered only three -fifths
to the people who kidnapped me. '
My oppressor, whom I never have seen before,
spit on me, flog me like a soul in hell,
and changed my name.
They rape my sister, and kill my brother.
And I look into the sky and pray
to God.
But oppressor tries to take God away too,
because he says that I'm wrong.
Tell me,
what do I have to myself but the
chains that hold me down and the
skin that gives oppressor a reason
to flog me?
Tell me,
what do I have to myself?
Faught for a cause watched it on 1Vpeople shooting
their guns now that's what entertains. me all my
money goes to the military kinda .like buying
tickets to my favorite movie Reading people cry
for ryhme and reason that'S the sound that is in
season drawn out unresolved court cases pay
attention to the faces Government scam defendents
beg and grovel let's read their words in our favorite
novel now please don "t go you have to enertain me
Now THAT'S Enertainrnent!
That night I could not sleep.
My urge to leave her and commit
to the end of myself was
far greater than any urge
to commit to the end ofour
loue.
But why should I think this way.
I leaned over her, watched her rest.
My tears ran down my face and fell
onto her naked breast. She moved
with a moan that said, ttl love
it when you touch me," but she did
not wake until forever was too
late.
Satisfaction's consequence is regret.
The time I spent on her I could have
spent on me. But I love her and
hate me and somewhere that's not
wholly right: So I ran from my
home and searched for a little
chance to know why we
die so many times in a lifetime
and never live once, why I just
left the only answer in my life, why
I cry when I walk past elementary
schools and turn red with anger
when I see a church, why I know
so much and feel so stupid and
why the sky is blue, gray and white,
the air is clear, my cousin is black
and I am light, never white. I listened







Beyond a state of boredom and semi-consciousness.
Due to the deadly monotone of my robotic professor.
6th sense goes wild. Adrenalin powering up.
Someone s strange eyes dart touiards my direction.
From within a group of students infected
By the Sandman's syndrome.
As she slowly turned her head towards me,
Silky strands of black hair waved in unison. Hello?
She stared into me in secrets.
As my mask slowly solidifies into my face,
I continue to believe that she is not
Looking at me, but at another
Snoring soul behind me.
Suddenly Mason Hall is completely engulfed by darkness.
Snap of 2 seconds, one spotlight on her
and another upon me.
A magical peach appears in her delicate hands.
She sends me a strange grin as she gentle nibbles
upon the tender flesh of this passion fruit.
She thinks its cute, but my mask remains emotionless.
Perhaps she is one of those Annoying Rules Girls.
As her gentle suckling sounds enraptured
My virgin mind, the glistening of sweet
Nectar slowly dances across her lips.
Upon the edge of her chin, a star is ignited.
As this droplet of sin falls from grace,
it splashes upon 2 crescent moons and a floral dress.
Tenderly she scoops up the remaining nectar with:
one finger and gently places it in her
Succulent Lips.
As she withdraw her wet finger she urged me to
sit with her.
As I walked past her she told me her name
was Eve, so I handed her a





That's how I describe you.
As I take a sip
Ahhhhh... It's so HOT!
My lips touches the rim,
Mmm... so GOOD!
Thick in some ways
but sweet in all others.
Woah, I can't believe I'm tasting this
It s unbelievable, more than words can say,
First, it's strong and intense,
Something so great that can wake you up.
Then, the dark, rich, smooth flavored texture,
Is outstanding from anything I had before.
Ohhhhhh... so good!
As I take another taste,
It's like an after shock that rocks my world.
But of course I go for more and more.
I can't let it go,
It's an addiction, like any other drug.
I get so high
and makes me feel so good all over MY BODY!
My espresso is what I want
my rich, dark, sweet, intense, and satisfying
"ESPRESSO"





















was quoted as saying ~
that the Doom Genera- 0
tion was a "crap film," co
so I'm rather surprised ~
that they're included.
There are also some re-
ally great remixes
from Ruby, Massive
Attack and Coco and
the Bean, though the
Daft Punk Remix for
the Chemical Brothers'




Hole provide some stel-
lar songs- notice a
British theme going
on? Yeah, except for
311, Hole, Chuck D
~ and Marilyn Manson, .
5
~ they're all Brits.
~ There's so much good
g music coming out of
~ the UK lately.. maybe
~ there's something in
~ the water ... OR THE
~ BEEF!
::So
8 -Syed A. Bokhari
the so called tortured alterna-
tive stars who get all of the air
play. Fan tastic Planet boasts
crunchy guitar work. Psyche-
delic fuzz competes with pop
hooks and when they crash to-
gether the results are mind
.blowin.g , Songs like "Sergeant
Politenesst" and the first single
"Stuck On You" carry enough
" heavy'<ernot io n w it.h them to
blow you through the aura left
behind by many modern metal
bands. A good listen to this
record and you will see why Tool
hails Failure.
Heavy guitar hooks are not the
only thing that hit you hard.
The album contains some of the
best lyrics found on any planet.
"Say Hello! To all the apples on
the ground/ they were once in
your eyes! but you sneezed them
out while sleeping" from "The
Nurse Who Loved Me" leaves
the listener wondering what the
hell Andrews is singing about
but at the same time they carry
a deep meaning that fits the
overall mood of the album. If
you have checked Failure out
and you like them, you might be
interested in a side project in-
volving members from Tool and
Failure. The Replicants is a
group with one album to their
name. It was released in 1985
and is full of covers ranging
from Pink Floyd to the Cars. In
other news concerning Failure,
the record label Slash recently
had conflicts with the group,
eventually dropping them.
Warner Bros though, the label
codistributing with Slash, has
devoted themselves to Failure
and you will see this group tour-




sidered hostile. So when it
comes down to me ... I'm
proud to be a bad NDN and







Failure has an image. In this
image there is this lovelorn fool
who expresses himself through
songs of feeling blank, being an
impostor in his lover's bed, and
escaping to someplace that he
might have a grip on things.
The overall image is repre-
sented by a beautiful album
that they would like to call Fan-
tastic Planet. Fantastic Planet
is the L.A. trio's third release
and it could be the one that
gains them a tremendous fol-
lowing. 68 minutes and 1 7
songs, the album is packed with
fresh ideas, incredible crafts-
manship and plenty of loud gui-
tar work. Although there is no
official word, the release plays
like a concept album. Stuck
somewhere between Pink
Floyd's The Wall and Husker
Du 's Zen Arcad e, Be-a u tiful
Planet has a sound that will
leave an imprint on your mind.
Hard driven, we find beauty
hidden around every corner.
Ken Andrews vocals focus on
the intensity and the passion of
the music. Rarely do we have a
vocalist who sings with the mu-
sic. So often we get great sing-
ers who wail over the music or
we just get plain bad vocalists.
Ken does not have an awesome
range or a bunch of styles, his
voice just fits the music so wen
it sounds as if it was welded on
to it. From the torn feelings in
"Blank" to the hopeful "T'he'
Nurse Who Loved Me," Andrews
sounds more convincing than
ie's
Litefoot's most powerful expres-
sion, however, comes with his
written commentary regarding
his single, "Call Me Hostile" in
the insert. His message should
be heard and read by all:
This song was written while
thinkin' of all the atrocities
which have been conunited
against the original inhabit-
ants of this land now k-new-n
as, "The United States of
America." Visions of babies
cryin' for their lDassacred
mothers, native sellouts who
pose as leaders and chiefs,
elders cryin' for their home-
land while bein' held pris-
oner in relocation camps
(now more commonly re-
ferred to as reservations),
Native patriots and leaders
ultimately betrayed by the
government and other jeal-
ous natives, youths across
indian country who sadly
choose taking their lives be-
cause they can't seem to fit
in with the white man's




hol, small pox blankets, etc...
History tells you all good
NDN's (Indians) were those
that surrendered themselves
and gave up their weapons
and that those who chose
not to do this but rather to
continue resisting the ag-
gression of the white man
were the bad NDN's and
should be considered hostile
and dangerous. Based on
this premise our greatest
leaders were all bad NDN's.
Geronimo was a hostile
NDN. Crazy Horse was a hos-
tile NDN. Sitting Bull, Cap-




and many o.thers were con-










Album: Good Day To Die
Label: Red Vinyl Records
Rating: 66
The film Nowhere is the final
Apocalypse" Trilogy. It's the fol-
low up to The Doom Generation,
and this soundtrack is equally
-irnpressive as the one for that
movie. In fact, some of the artists
featured on the Doom Generation
Soundtrack appear in this one as
well. Curve (the best thing out of
Britain since... ever!) and James
composed songs especially for the
film, with Curve providing the
title track. The rest of the tracks
in this collection are quite hard
find otherwise, many are only liiiii!
available import, or simply fall
into the "previously unreleased"
category. The singer from Lush
The passion that comes
through hip hop is a result of
the oppression of its Latino and
Black creators. The Native
American was not a major influ-
ence in hip hop's creation yet
shows the same roots as its hip
hop contributors from the Car-
ibbean and South America. The
passion and need for hip hop is
equally, if not greater, than it
is for Latinos and Blacks. With
this said, Litefoot emerges from
the West Coast with his debut
album, Good Day To Die. In
summary, this album falls into
too many cliches and becomes
another generic product from
the West Coast. Litefoot is
down with the Mexican crew of
ALT, Kid Frost, and O.G.enius
who Me on some tracks while
Tony G, and Kiev, Glaze,
Bunky, and Frost also do the
production work. His crew is
the staple of West Coast cliche
with tracks of booming
basslines and snares from
McDonalds commercials. The
cliched, weak production mir-
rors the lyrical styles of Litefoot
as he combines "Indian" cliches
with West Coast slang. Al-
though the West cliche is clear,
it may be argued that the "you
are the chosen one" Native
American skits are truly Native
American, they still are also as
cliche. Wheth,er true or not,
Li tefoot's themes are exactly
the same as the rebel "Indian"
portrayed in devilish movies.
Litefoot's angry, positive mes-
sage of justice thus becomes di-
dactic and ordinary. Did I men-
tion that these producers don't
know what a breakbeat is?
They also have only 2 artists
(Funkadelic, Parl i a ment) in
their crates. Despite this,
Litefoot reflects his perfectly
righteous anger well on "Call






Would like to congratulate
On graduating from
Bernard M. Baruch College
Jenny I-Chin Hsieh
Salomon Brothers
. MARKETING, COMMUNICATIONS, OR PROMOTIONS MAJOR
MONDAY - FRIDAY, 9-5
Youwill create and design product and sales information kits. This will involve managing
the production of marketing and sales literature, providing new product roll-out support.
and managing various special projects.
Toqualify, you must have strong time management. planning, and WTiti~g ski~ls.
Thesuccessful candidate will also be an excellent team player and a creative thinker.
EUROPE $175
Within USA 579 - S129
Caribb.\Mexico $ 199.r/t. Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!!!
TERM PAPERSffHESES/GRADUATE SCHOOL PROJECTS
Line-by-line editing. In-depth evaluation of
content & format flaws & clarity. Grammar,
sentence structure, etc. $201hr. 212/679-4706.
Make the most of both at ADP. We're one of the largest companies.in the w?rld pro~iding
computerized transaction processing. data communi~tions.a~d mformat~o.nS~rvICes.
Currently, we have the following outstanding summer internship opportunities In our
Brokerage services Division, which processes over 20% of all NewYorkStock Exchan~e
trades and supports over 90,000 market data service terminals at more than 6500 SItes.
I POSITION/FULL OR PART-TIME
Areas of focus will include systems administration. project administration, and light coding.
The successful candidate will be a junior or senior-level student with an interest in the
financial services industry. Strong Technology NT, Relational Database. C++, JAVA, and
TCP/IP skillsare also essential.
COMPUTER SCIENCE OR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS MAJOR
2 POSITIONS AVAILABLE, 15 HOURS PER WEEK
You will perform maintenance procedures on Mark~t Intellig~ce library. Thiswill
involve responding to research requests and providing technical support to resolve
user hardware/software issues.
Successful candidates will be highly motivated, results~orientedjunior o~ senior-level
students proficient in Windows for Workgroups 3.11. Wmdows 95, and Wmdows NT.
Knowledge of the brokerage industry a plus.
Classified
Are you interested in earning extra income in your spare time?
This is a great network marketing opportuntity for everyone! If you
are interested, please call Pauline for more details at(7 I 8) 437-39Q7.
26
* S2oo-S500 WEEKLY *
Mailing phone cards. No experience necessarry.
For more information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Global Communication, P.O. Box 5679~ Holl wood, FL 33083
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train.












THESE MANDATORY WORKSHOPS ARE A PREREQUISITE
- ,








151 East 25th Street - Suite 820 212/802-6710
ATTENTION 1998 GRADUATES
ANOTHER FACT IS THAT THE INCREASE IN THE FEE WILL NOT EXPAND SERVICES
TO THE CHILD CARE CENTER. THE CENTER IS AT ITS STATE LAW MAXIMUM
CARRYING CAPACITY. NO ADDITIONAL CHILDRE-N CAN BE SERVICED.
THE FACT IS THAT THE CHILD CARE CENTER ALREADY RECEIVES $5.00 PER FULL TIME
STUDENTAT BARUCH COLLEGE. THAT AMOUNTS TO OVER $60,000 TO SERVICE 40 KIDS.
VOTE NO
To a $5.00 increase in your
STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE









IF YOU CURRENTLY TAKE THE AMOUNT OF MONEY THE CHILD CARE CENTER
RECEIVES AND DIVIDE IT AGAINST THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN BEING SERVED (30)
THEY S~ENDABOUT $2,000 PER KID. THAT'S MORE THAN WE SPEND FOR FULL .
TIME TUITION RATES. AFTER THE ADDITIONAL $5.00 INCREASE THAT FIGURE WILL
BE CLOSE TO $4,000 A KID-. THAT'S DOUBLE OUR TUITION AND THEY'RE NOT EVEN
IN COLLEGE YET.
Monday May 5, 1997 1:00 - 3:00 PM 135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
Thursday May 8, 1997 1:00 - 8:00 PM 151 East 22nd Street - Rm.763
Monday May 12,1997 3:00 - 5:00 PM 135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
DOES THIS SOUND RIGHT TO YOU? Wednesday May 14, 1997 12:00 - 2:00 PM 135 East 22nd Street - 3rd Floor
MAKE THE DECISION TO SAVE YOUR HARD EARNED- MONEY
VOTE AGAINST THE $5.00 INCREASE
Monday August 18, 1997 - 3:00 - 5:00 PM
.... ":. - z., -- .:,-
Monday August 25, 1997 1:00 - 3:00 PM
17 Lexington Ave. - Room 306
17 Lexington Ave. - Room 306
..-
ARE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN FALL 1997 ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENTl
recruits for your specialization primarilJ in the Fall Semester!
ALL.1UNE, ANDAUGUST,1997AND.TANUARY, .TUNE &AUGUST1998 GRADUATES
151 East 25th Street - Room 750
151 East 25th Street - Room 750
FALL '97 CAREER,DAY
Thursday, September 25, 19971:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center151 East 25th Street
.\. ... ".
Wednesday August 27,1997 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Thesday September 2, 1997 4:00 - 6:00 PM
. Business Attire Required
For Men--Shirts, Ties, and J acketsor.Suits
For Women --Skirts, Blouses and Jackets or Business Dresses
For Students with Accountini:, F~nance, and CIS majors please note that firm
SPRING '97 CAREER DAY
Thursday, May 1,1997 1:()()PM - 5:30 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center 151 East 25th Street
r->
All events and tlme are subject to change without notice.
Wednesday, May 14th
Latino Political Forum: Latino Politicians discussinq the status of
Latinos in NYC.
Place: 17 Lexington Ave. ( 23rd su. 3rd fl. at the Skylight Lounge,
6-9pm
Thu!rsday, May 15th
Live Orchestra: Latin Band playing the hottest Latino music for your
dancing pleasure & two Dd's!' _
Place: 360 Park Avenue South, room 1422, 12-4p,m
Tuesday, May 13th
Annual Latino Food Festival: A feast of many different delicacies of
Latin America, accompanied by a movie documentary on "The Young
Lords" a Latino, grassroots Civil rights group from the 1970's.
Place: 360 Park Avenue South, room 1422, 1-4pm
Friday, May 16th
Closing Ceremonies, Latino Week Banquet: This banquet will
honor our "Latina Women", including Keynote speaker, dinner, Art
presentation, cultural performances, poem recitals, & party afterwards.
*Formal Attire Required*
Place: 360 Park Ave. South, rooms 1422, 1541, 1542 & 1~3
Monday, May 12th
Opening Ceremony: Featuring Keynote, Samuel Sanchez, from the
Universtiy of Maryland on " Latino Empowerment" with cuttural
performances by "The Welfare Poets", music and much more...
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continued on page 30
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The Sunssurprise the league by storming into the playoffs
after a 0-13 start. Danny Ainge's three-guard lineup has the jijjiii
Suns rnnning amok in the West. Jason Kidd, KevinJohnson,
and Rex~man have caused opposing coaches to pull out
theirhair•.~georgeKarlwillhavea bardtimed.efending~
that tbreeS>me.Gary Payton can only contain ong~."time
while He(Sey Hawkins is a liability on defense a'iid~ -_._ '~i~
McMillan,:for all his defensive prowess, istoopw~nd~..,··· .: ~~_'.~: ':-' _
or quick enough to go up against KJ..The~Unsgiy&~..·), :-~~, «< .--.>
andpointsondefense, butno mattersi~they~n;.]lzemore
effectively on the other end. Danny Manning and. Hot Rod
WilJjams won't scare anyone, especiallySbawn Kemp. Kemp
has to play like one ofthe top players jn the league as-he can' .
be and notplay the role ofSlJ1ki:ng superstarlalleged alcoholic.
Ifnot, thiseanbe the onlyupsetin the playoffs. Sonicsescape
embarraSsment bypulling.it oUt. ingamefive. ..' :
.. , H'"
By the time you are reading this, the Magic are probably
cleaningup their lockersandgettingtheir golfclubs out. They
were blown out by the average of 30 points in the first two
games and look like the Nets can take them on. Penny
Hardaway has no one to pass to, NickAnderson cannot sink a
. free throw, DennisSoott is justtooone-dimensional, and Horace
Grant plays as many games as Cal Ripken has missed. Pat
Rileyhashis Heatbelievingthat they are champions. Outside
ofAlonzo MourningandTim Hardaway, the Heat are not that
. good, but with the power of positive thinking, Riley has them
smelling the champagne atthe end of the rainbow. Instead
orwinriing·by 30 in game three, theHeatwill only win
a margin of10.·
Rockets versus Timb~rwolves.-See J,azz-Clipp~r~
preview. This is the same story. The. trinity of
Hakeem Olajuwon, Charles Barkley',· and Clyde'
Drexler team up for a final run at 8:.. ring beforethey
.d ff . h 01 ~.,"",!,':-~
rl e 0 Into t e sunset. ajuwon and Drexler have .,:J;;ff}!~~;,:~\.
got at least one but Sir CharJ~s is stilJIQoking ~o ,..;~h~r---".:
get fitted for his first. After t~~ b~g tliree, H~ust~n . .•
~~ 16 Teams and a Dream"
·This should be a cakewalk for Jordan and company. The
Bullets are not a bad team, but theyare not anywhere in the .
sam~ stratosphere as Da(mn) Bulls. Washington is not a
very dee~~.and if Rod Strickland is contained from The Clippers actuallymade the playoffs. The real reason
penetrating mto the lane by defensively underrated Ron - why the Clips face the Jazz in round one is because they did
Harper, the Bullets' talentedforwardtandemofChrisWebber not stink as bad as the other teams out inthe West. The Jazz
and Juwan Howard will be nothing more than- two overpaid duo of Karl Malone and John Stockton is still trucking after
bookends. Dafmn) ~ullswill probably use this series to rest more than 10 seasons of pursuing the holy grail of the NBA.
. some of theirguys smce Jordan, Pippen, and Rodman will Jeff Hornacek is like a silentassassin. He looks like a choir
nl~ play about twenty minutes because the game will be boy but by the end of the game he has quietly hit more than
ded~y the end of the.third quarter. It will alsogive Bulls half his. shots for about 15 points, hand out 6-8 assists, and
Tom Kukoc and Brian Williams toget back into some play smart heads-up ball. Greg Ostertag will provide...um,
· d of groove from either injuries or from .holding out all six fouls to give to the opposition. TheClippers really have no
~;O~ You have to feel sorry for Washington. Itcame down go to guy on the team. They have a bunch of decent young
thell"~ game against Cleveland to determine if they players mBrent Barry, Loy Vaught, Rodney Rogers, Darrick
would qualify for the playoffs. The Bullets won and earned Martin,Malik Sealy, TerryDehere, LorenzenWright, Charles
the. privilege of playing three quick games with the Bulls Outlaw, and Lamond Murray. Not good enough to beat the
while the .Cavaliers get to take their chances inthis year's playoff-tested UtahJazz. Utah goes into the second round
lottery. Hmmmm.....~JIlS like the Bullets got the raw deal. in threegames.
.(mn) aulls in an easy three games. •
' ... ~-- .- ~.. -. ..... ~'::.. ...
. -
e most intriguing series mthe East.· .The-prodigal
son, Anthony Mason, returns t,o-ms Old-stompinggrounds
-to settle old scores. Still peeved.tl1at he got run out of
town by Patrick Ewing, Mason~ to show the Knicks
and the Garden faithful·that it·~·theirbiggest mistake
since drafting Kenny Walkeror tradingfor Charles Smith.
Being the only team to take three games from the Knicks
.. _during the re~ar~ason(·t~eHomeU!:~illlookto
, ntinue their ways, Not going to happen. Refer to three
f four seasons ago when the· Nets. owned the Knicks in
e regular season. (Didn't J say that, the regular season
. meaninglessf): The 'Hornets will' depend on Glen Rice .
d the other Charlotte- bombers from. outside.. Besides
ason, the Hornets are not as tough as the Knicks in the
inside. Vlade Divac, as quick and versatile as he may be,
is notstrong enough~eentendwith theKnicks' frontline.
Anyone who runs downcourt andblows kisses to the crowd
. after baskets like Divac cannotpossibly be tough. Larry
_ ,·~~ ..~tJohnsoil also has a thing 'or two to prove to his old team
-;~"_.' ,- -"'~.' d to show New York that he is not another T.K.S.F,
· ica1 Knick Small Forward in recent years ala Kiki
andeweghe,Monty WiJ]j8ms~Charles Smith, and Kenny
". ·er.. ChriS Childs .and Allan· Ho.uston.will both have
_' shake o.ff~eir_m.~~t_ \l!'ays and earn their huge
..~·rontmeti.:~-:ma~k8··di-Op- one in Charlotte,
win in four gamis.
TheB~ are one of the hottest teams heading intothe .'
.t was not too long ago when the Pistons had the second playoffs, while the Lakers stumbled a bit.down the streteh.>
recordin the East, Howthingshavechanged. Theleague On paper, this series is a no-brainer. The Shaq-Ied Lakers
Ll.UC:lLUy figured out Doug Collins' schem.e and are no longer have more weapons thari. the Blazers. Eddie Jones is a rising
-:->~ttiPg~ed..·~£l~~?~e~~~':e~,~~!~Jnana~star, Elden Campbell, has finally matured into ..agreat
to fool the rest o~ the world mto thln]ongthat they are the complement to Shaquille, 'and they have cagey veterans like -
real deal The Pistons play hard, but a talented team they Jerome Kersey and Byron Scott to show the inexperienced
p .------- --·,,-_··-arenot~-·Tak£oatMr.-!fripJe ~GraI:ltHiJ1,,!a?4~ .... hHa'S--hew-t&-wm in the·playoft6~-.Nick-V8B-Exelmight-be-a
lii·-the·Gri~es~cla.sS:-'Jm&E:Y·--lfunter~:Tett1:·Mills·~-"CJoe···punk but has a knackofhittingthetrey and'plus he will be
~OtisThorpe, theyareeitherA)hasbeen'sorB)never playing in front of his crush, Tyra Banks, SO you can bet he'll t··
will be s. 'Their opponents, the Hawks, are not ~t much be playingwell. The Blazers have a formidable squad in years
better but they have a.J:letter cast than Grant Hill and the to come in the form ofRasheedWa]]ace, KennyAnderson, Isiah .
~evenoth~rguys. Defensivel~, theHawksfunneleve~ Rider, and CliffRobinson, Sabonis might have given Shaq a
mto the~ddlew~~DefeDSl,:e Playerofthe Yem:Dikembe ron for his money 10 years ago but his aging body has begun
Mutombo 18 awaiting to swat It. away. Steve Smith causes to betray him. In order for the.Blazers to put up a fight, they
matchup proble~ for any team~e~eraldedMookie will need·the presence Of I,mbinson, who has a tendency to
Blaylock cans his threes and routinely picks the pockets of fade awaycome playofftime. Blazersget "Shaq"ed in.four
unsuspecting point guards. Christian Laettner has quieted games..
SOUle critics who thought he· would never be as good as
!iected His mrmbess.havegeneup.and seems to come up
. when it oounts. H~kBsqueoi by in.a game&
.' ........ :- ':""".;,"'" .. . .
By MingWong
.... ..... ... The 96-97 NBA season is adjourned and orily 16 teams are,_i:left standing. If you think about it, 'the regular season is
>i,:; :.;:., i£B{:use1ess. At the onset ofthe year, any idiot possessing a wee
:'.'..~.."';J£;.:' .." ,."... ;<,«. ", ~s.:~.;.ibit of basketball kn ledge. uldha told th Bulls·.
:,~~_ ...i~?':> OWl co ve.:t you e ,
~¥ffi<::k~ij;" Knicks, Lakers, Sonics, -Iazs.Heat.Rockets, Pistons,'Hornets,
.i;:,L~4,,,~.J;I~~::.e':~='~::~~:=s.th=
Bullets, whom many would have never envisioned ·in the
second season, the first 82 games areonly good for jockeying
for homecourt advantage. Nonetheless, .the playoffs provide









doesn't cry over not getting e
$ixthManofthe Year:J:ohn Starks.
The guyscreams andpoundshischest
harder than any other guy coming off
the bench.
Rookie of the Year: Stephon
Marbury. Iverson gets it on statistics,
but he doesn't get my vote because he
called a-timeout in a game that was
already over just so he could set up a-
three point shot to break a record for
consecutive games played with 40+
points. (Great move by the Bullets to
leave him unguarded so "The
Answer', who is clueless, can get his
precious record.) The Nets' Kerry
Kittles hada great debut year but the
Nets are vacationing while the T-
wolves are in the playoffs.
Coach ofthe 'Year: Pat Riley. He's
got a bunch of pretenders thinking
they're'contenders.
Most Improved Player: I never
understood this award. Usually
the guy who has made the biggest
leap in terms of statistics earn this
award. But what if he was injured
the previous year and had bad
numbers? .How about if he was
buried behind the bench.and never
got to showcase his skills until this
season? All the potential winners
of this award fit those two
categories. The candidates are
Veshon Lenard, Miami Heat; Doug
Christie, Toronto Raptors; Isacc
Austin, Miami -Heat. You pick 'em,
I could care less about this award.
All NBA team: Karl Malone,
Grant Hill, Hakeem Olajuwon,
Michael Jordan, John Stockton..
All Defensive Team: - Gary
Payton, Michael Jordan, Dikembe
Mutombo, Scottie Pippen, Dennis
Rodman
The After Basll Party at
The Liberty Cafe
Pier 17, South Street Seaport, 3rd Floor
from 12:00 AM - 4:00 AM
Day Session Student Government
Cordially invites the Graduating Class of 1997
on Thursday, June Sth, 1997
to Attend
includes Dinner. Dancing, and Gifts
The Senior Basheboerd
The Mystique Yacbt
Pier 17, South Street Seaport
from 7:00 PM ;, 11:30 PM
"16 and aDream'
Not that I have a vote but here's my
two cents on this season's accolades:
Most Valuable Player: Karl Malone.
Aren't all the voters sick of handing it
to Jordan every year?
DefenBivePlayerofthe Year: Iknow
Dikembe Mutombo won it but I don't
think a guy who blocks shots off the
help~esto get thisaward, besides
that finger-waving routine of his is
annoying and childish. Gary Payton
or Mookie Blaylock, should get it. If




continued from page 31
really has a bunch of plug-in role
players. Mario Elie is the Rockets'
defensive stud. MattMaloneybrings
the ball past halfcourt and either A)
feed the ball to Hakeem B) give the ball
to Barkley on the low post C) pass the
ball to Drexler to create offthe dribble
orD) call a timeout TheT-wolveshave
a good nucleus in Stephan Marbury,
Kevin Garnett, andTom Gugliotta, but
the trinity they are not. Garnett and
Marbury shouldonlybe sophomores in
college prepping for finals now.
Gugliotta revived his career in .
Minnesota but will hebe able to keep
it up in the POSt-season when there is
undoubtedly much more pressure.
Doug West looked like an up-and-
comer a couple of years ago, now he
looks like another joe in the mix. The
only thing for the Rockets to be careful
ofis their habitofplayinglike potential
champs for stretches and than playing
lax the next minute. The aging
Rockets need all the rest they can
- get - three game sweep.
ROOM 306; 23rd STREET BDaDING
(SKY-LIGHT LOUNGE)




TIME: CLUB HOURS (12:45-2:30 PM)
Price: $40 per Person
7th ANNUAL
LAW CAREER FORUM
For Ticket information contact:
- .
'.
Day Session Student Government at
360 P.A.S., Room 1531
(212) 802 - 6790
or
Office of Student Life at .
360 P.A.S., Room 1512
(212) 802 - 6770






















WON LOST PCT. WON LOST PCT.
5 1 .833 17 8 .680
5 1 .833 19 12 .613
2 4 .333 7 15 .318
o 6 .000 2 19 .095
CUNYAC Tournament Schedule
Thursday, May 1 Finals:





WON LOST PCT~ WON LOST PCT. STREAK.
.LCCNY 12 0 1.000 14 1 .933 Won 14
2. Hunter 9 3 .750 11 13 .458 Lost 1
3. York'
..
6 6 .500 12 14 .461 Won 1
. 4. Brooklyn 6 6 .500 9 14 .391 Won 2
5. John Jay 4 8 .333 5 20 .200 Lost 3
6. Lehman 3 9 .250 8 17 .320 Lost 2
7. Baruch 2 10 .167 3 15 .188 Lost 6
Quarterfinal Results Semifinal Results Championship All Tournament Team ,Jay Ancheta Hunter
#2 Hunter 3, #7 Baruch 0 #1 CCNY 3, #4 Brooklyn i #1 CCNY 3, #3 York 1 Lior Markovich Brooklyn
#3 York 3, #6 Lehman 1 #3 York 3, #2 Hunter 0 McPeace Tella York
Christian Dellamorte York
#4 Brooklyn 3, #5 John Jay 0
MVP: Jorge Urbina S{·. CCNY
Samer Harb CCNY
Alejandro Romero CCNY




Week 5 CUNYAC' Overall
WON LOST rcr. WON LOST PCT. STREAK
1. Staten Island 5 0 1.000 9 2 .818 Won 1
2. Hunter 3 1 .750 6 4 .600 Won2'
3. Brooklyn 2 1 .667 2 2 .500 Lost 1
4. Baruch 2 1 .667 2 4 .333 Won 2
5. Lehman 3 2 '.600 5 4 .555 Won 1
6. CCNY 2 2 .500 5 2 .714 Won 2
7. York a 5 .000 2 7 .222 Lost 4
8. John Jay a 5 .000 a 11 .000. Lostll
Last Week's Results
t #
NYU 5, Stateh Island 4
I
Hunter 6, NJ~T 3
Lehman 5, Sarah Lawrence 4
Staten Island :6,Mt. St. Mary 3
USMMA 8, York 1
